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ABSTRACT v\

' Government officials, the press, .consumers of higher education, and

academics are increabingly questioning the amount of time R nd effort that some

faculty devote to extra activities that supplement their university`base sal-

les. The purpose of this study os to summarize data on faculty incomesboth

.base and supplemental, to describe sources of supplemental inoome, and to

relate these inCome variables to characteristics of the individual faculty,

their institutions and their disciplines. The study was based upon the 1975

survey of the American Professoriate (ladd it Uipset, 1975) Which included

approximately 4,000 responses of faculty frOm 111 randomly selected instit-

utions. Separate analyses were performed on responses of faculty from doctoral

universi4ties and from faculty at all institutions granting a baccalaureate.
."

or advanced degreeincluding the doctorate.

In 1974-75 the average total personal income orrespondihg facUlty'was

$22,100; $19,400 in basic salary and an additional $2,700 (14% of -base) in

supplemental ',income. Approximately 84% of the faculty reported earning some

supplemental income, but only 4% supplemented their income by more than 30% of

their base salary. Faculty, when asked to report their two lamest sources of

supplemental income, most frequently mentioned additional teaching (summer

teiching-35% and teaching elsewhere-1f%), oonsulting.29,1 and "Other Sources"

-20%. Some consultin3 for pay was reported by 52% (including the 29% who

indicated it was one of their two. largest sources) .

Institutional base salary was primarily determined by academic rank, and

to a much smaller extent by academic discipline ad contract length. The

amount and source of supplemental income, on the other hand, dependel snore on
discipline and less on academic rank. Faculty on 11/12 month contracts, over
one-third of the sample, earned higher base salaries and somewhat,slower amounts

of supplemental income--they were less likely to report summe.r teaching or
research salary supplementt though they were somewhat more likely to consult
and give speeches/lectures for supplemental income.

Faculty fron doctoral universities received higher base and supplemental

salaries--particularly higher than those faculty fro:n liberal arts colleges.
Part of these differences were explicable in terms of acadetcic experience and
.discipline; faculty at doctoral universities were older, were .nore likely to
be full professors, :Ind were more likely to be in the few disciplines
that received substantially higher salaries (e.g.,medicine and law). While

'discipline and rank differences explained much of the'salary disparity between
doctoral universities and comprehensive institutions, faculty from liber31
artsacolleges received substantially lower salaries eVen after controling
for these other variables.

School quality (in terms of SAT test scores, revenue, end research
dollars) was positively related to both base and supplemental incomes, as was

school size. The research productiv ity--articles and books published, and
research support--of each respondent was also positively correlated with base
salary, supplemental income, and the likelihood of reporting most sources of
supplemental income other than additional teaching.

Each of a variety of indicators of service to one's own school (deprt-
mental and university involvement, governance, etc.) was positively related to
base salary--though this was largely due to the fact that more senior faculty
have more involvement and higher base salaries, but showed little correlation
with supplemental income. However, hours spent teaching and relative
interest in teaching as opposed to research were negatively correlated with
baae salary, supplemental incomes and most sources of supplemental. income

eicept additional teaching.
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TOTAL FACELTY EARNINGS, AcAremc kODUCTIYI1Y AND DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

Herbert W. ah
thiversity of Southern ifbrnia

Steady, state enrollments and flandirg in higher edication rewire
institutions to eraphasite planning, evaluation and manageaent of limited
resources. Host inortantly, these include the faoulty and the resouces
used to support theta. Che polio y-ractioe area that .has not received
mi.ch attention but is emerging as potentially trodolesome is that of extra
incane-earning activities (both internal and. external to the tniversity) of
academic faculty and staff. A basic confbsion eXists as to how "faculty load"
should be defined, thus making it virtually impossible to. determine
khat is overload. So long as .it regains unclear how much faculty conmitinerit
is due for basic salary, the enploying institution may have no valid claim ..to
royalties, property rights, or control over rhat. faculty do clueing rhat they
assune to be their min time.

lhere seens to,be a confkasion between the role of the acadenic
professional kith roles of.two different types of workers. first, the
fee-fbr-service professio .. who does not have a guaranteiod salary, tentre,
and acadenic fl'eedan, and second the blue collar worker rho is conpensated in
direct proportion to the nunber of hows--including overtime-;morked. Of'

cou.se, both of these enploynent models have many consequences that "would be
deemed totally unacceptable by most faculty: Perhaps the most mique
quality that distinguishes the acadepic occwation &on others is the
privilege of self-determination in the use of time fbr rhich faculty ara
guaranteed canpensatiori. Even at institutions with relatively heavy teaching
loads, the total nunber of how's devoted to teaching--inclufiris preparation,
grading, office hows, etc.will rarely exceed two-thirds of the total
annual how's of' either a typical industrial korker or of other professionals.
While acadenics typically reported working 40-to-60-lcu work weeks--incluling
their research--this is typical of many other professions as ll. This
discretionary 'time afforded to academics, ultimately paid fbr by society,
is made available fdr research and p.lblic service, with the uiderstandin;
that it will benefit society. A particularly difficult question is the
determination of when, if' at all, extra-incane-earnirg activities might
be considered as part of the regular responsibility of faculty as part of
the discretionary time, or awn they. might detract fran other activities
that might otherwise be undertaken.

Potential benefits of these extr a- income- earni ng activ ities--to facul ty
students, the miversity, and societyare many. These include exposing
faculty to the practical needs of society and industry, providing society with
the university's expertise, bridging the gap betheen acaden,-, and society,
and providing financial benefits for both the faculty and the university.
However, these sane activities require time that may already be
compensated as part of regular teaching load, often prodwe property vhose

oknership and inccree may belong to the adversity, and may result in potential
conflicts of interest. Apparent or actual conflict of interest and
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questionnable use of salaried time and institutional resotrces tend to erode
ptblic respect for higher edwations, and may increase its cost.

Many of' these conoerns are cu'rently being raised by legislative
bodies es evidenced by a request of a U. S. Senate Appropriations
subcamnittee that the National &ience Fouidation make a study of faculty
salaries. In the Wirg of' 1977 this NSF salary report received the following

s

eminent from the subcanmittee:

" "The camittee notes that the report limited its consideration to
tzliversities salaries and neglected the fact that university policies are
generally strtotured to allow, if' not encourage, the earning of outside
incane by faculty. For instance, the witting of' incane-prodtring books
&ring normal 'forking houss is a customary acadenic privilege. In contrast
to industry, universities illow faculty-inventors to retain large shares
of' the royalties fran the inventions, subject to goverment regulation that
might apply because of Federal .sponsorship. Wiversities generally
allow faculty to spend fran one-half to one day a week consulting with
no loss of acadenic pay. And sme faculty even maintain substantial and
continuing outside business responsibilities. Since all these types of
actiifity are customary parts of rernmeration provided by acadenic life, and
since the incane resultirg 'than then can be substantial in the case of
senior scientists, the committee repeats its request that NSF reexanine its
salary -policies to determiné tohat new guidelines may be needed to offer
reasonable assurance: 1)that faculty time being supported is actually
beirgAevoted to the grant-supporti4 activities and not to other
incane=rodfring efforts and 2)that the goverment is not creating
inequities between the earned incane acadenic scientists and its own
senior scientists." (Report 9 5-2 80, June 21, 1977)

Similarly, a subcanmittee of the California Assenbley wrote require-
ments into- the budget for the Lhiversity of California that maridated faculty
to make full public disclosure of' outside professional activities and that the
uliversity develop a policy on consulting to submit to the legislature. These
recp.drenents fere later voted down, but accordirg to an article in the
Chronicle of Higher Fduzation (February 21, 1978, page 1), "no one expects the
legislature to drop the issue." It was noted in the sane article that
more than 40 state legislatures have passed new laws requiring stricter
ethical codes and financial-dislosure for thenselves. 'The implication was that
if the legislators are willing to pass stricter codes for thenselves, there is
little reason' rhy they will not do the sane for college faculty.

A major factor in seeking mpplenental income has to do with the eco-
nmic status of the Anerican Professoriate. If there are inadequate econonic
incentives in the acadeny, this argunent contends, faculty will be forced to
seek supplenental incane--either overload salaries within one's ow institution
or additional inccce frau an outside enployer. This argunent rests on the
assunption that acadenic canpensation is below that offered outside of the
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academy. Data sumarited by lkowen(191e) indioatethat faculty safari's,
outpaced the *Oat .Of living by about 65114thring the pairs of 1951.62 to
196940. an avow or 161- per yesr. Rumor* limos that-- tillei4soulty. .

salaries hate dot kept paoe with inflation1losirg a total of 2.31 durirg
the period ot 196940 to 1976-77 for 'an-average of -0.33. Lee Hansen (1979)
hes updated this 'analysis se indicatftl that the-decline in ftotAty
salarieel.relative.to the cost of living,. has actuallyincreased. Bowen(1978)
simmirixes the situation by statitg the academy is resently "experienairg
a weak marlmt-position owing to the large nueber or qdatified people in the
market, a p3sSible decline in enrollments, and .the recarious finances of
Many institutions." . TheSe data suggest that faculty experienced m.rbstantial
gro4h over a long period of time, but more recently hate barely kept pace.
or .actually fallen behind the cost of living.

An alternative arproach to this assesanent of econaeic status is to
caepare faculty earnings. with those of other rrofessional occupational groups..
A problen, in maldng this caeparison is obtaining oonparablesotrees of data .

that include the total earnings of both college faculty snd the other occu-
pational grows. Many presentations of-faculty salaries fail to include
supplemental incane earned by faculty above their base salary. Dillon and
14arsh (1 979), compared the total Pera3nal earnirga of 16 professional occu-
pational groups that were reprted by the Breau of the Census.. Included in
the analysis were all perm3ns in a professional job classification kir hed
six or more years of.cbllege and had %forked fbr at least 40 weeks dirig 1976.
Mean -earnigs for the 16 different ocawatonal groups varied &an a low of.
$10,1100 for clergy to a high of $36,2)0 for health practitionets. College
faculty,* 8tti highest of the 16 grows, fell below scientists, university and
school administrators, and engineers, but. were above social scientists,
technicians, and social workers. The teen of faculty earnings,. $19,800, ,was
$2.1300 below the mean of all respondents. A separate omparison of the
earnings of acadenic and nonacademic scientists revealed that .norlacadenic
earnirgs were lower by $1,2,10. These results suggested that the total earnings
of acadenics were =parable to or slightly below those in nonacadenic
professions.

Bowen(1978), comparirg earnings in higher edtration with those in
nonacadenic occupations, stressed the importance of nomonetary benefits.
bumf; others, he listed menbership in the acadenic calamity, the sectrity
of tenuffe, substantial freedom in use of time, long vacations, subsidized
sabbatical leaves, access to college.facilities, and tuition remission.
assumizing, he stated that "mother indication that faculty remmeration
may be cut too far out of line is the notable-absence of' any rush to leave
the profession or any shortege of yotrig people kho are willing to enter when

jobs can be fomd."

In urinary, higher education experienced tremendous groth diring
the 1950's and 1960's, creating a favorable Job market for faculty.
thiversities and colleges, competing ibr the relatively scarce faculty,
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offered higher salaries, better fringe benefits, Improved nonnonetary
incentives, lower teaching loads, and faster advancement. The abrupt change
in the job market dtring the last decade prodwed a large surplus of
new doctorates tho can not find faculty positions. As. a consequence of
this poor job market and tighter fkinding, faculty salaries heie not even kept
pace with inflation. This situation, a long period of rapid increase in,real
income followed by a period of stability or real decreases, protheed pressure
for faculty to seek supplemental incomes. Holeverl.at the sane time,
government bodies and the general public--who ultimately provide most of the
support for higher edwation--have increasingly questioned uhether or not
these supplenental incane activities are ptrsued at the expense of the
traditional missions of acadenia. Higher edwation, with good justification,
points to all the benefits to society that result fran many of these activities
and siggests that abusee are rare. Hovever, largely because of the lack of
defination of' faculty load and the Jack of enfbrceable codes, higher
edwation has little basis for reWtting the claims. The ptrpose of this
study is to describe anotnt and sources of' supplemental incane, and to relate
these to variables .such as research productivity and institutional involvenent.

METHODCLOGY

Sanpling Prorsdtres

Data were based t.pon the 1975 Survey of' the Anerican Professoriate
conducted by Everett Ladd and SenoLr Upset. Cetails of the sanpling
irocethre, iten content, heigking crocedures, and comparisons with other
national sanples are described in a Technical Report (I...Ladd & Upset, 1975)
that accompanies the data base. Faculty responses were made by faculty Iran
111 randomly selected institutions. The final ample included only full-time
faculty in actual teaching positions. Faculty with ranks below instrtrtor;
visiting a canpus on leave, and in non-teaching positions were eliminated.
The final sanple of 7,798 respondents we selected according tO a redetermined
ratio of' faculty in eath. of the five Carnegie classifications; faculty fron
doctorate granting institutions were oversanpled and those fran two-year
schools were mdersanpled.

Surveys were in-ailed in March and April of 1915, and follow-ups weise
sent to nonrespondents in.May. A total of' 4,C61 (52.3%) faculty returned the
questionnaires, of tilich 3,536 were usa)le. Three variables were then used to
weight responses--type of school (Carnegie Classification) acadenic rank, and
acadenic discipline. The purpose of the .waighting rocedtres was to adjust for
the intentional oversanpling of research universities and the tridersanpling
of jthior colleges, but it also served to adjust for slight underrere-
sentation of assistant professors and faculty in Bisiness/Professional/Applied
disciplines. The actual weights are resented in the Technical Report CI;add
& :Upset , 197 5). For purposes of the present study, faculty in Fine Arts
were assigned the sane weights as faculty in the Spcial
faculty in Law and Edwation were assigned the sane weights as faculty in
Rosiness/Professional/Applied disciplines, and any faculty not otherwise
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assigned a weighewere gfien a weight of 1.0.
the total number or oases after weighting ume
oases Wipe weighting.

Ileasarct Variables

.SET I -.y= ItKOIE REBATED VARIABLES
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Weighti were adjusted at that
the sale as the total nuiber of '

Several different sets of variables were considered in this study.. The
1:rnary focus was on inane veriables and solioes of supplemental incane. This
lirst set of variables and definitions are as follows: 0

Baia institutgonal Salary (see Table 1, Page 21) ,
"that is your basic institutional' salary, loefbre taxes and deductions, for the
current academic year?" Respondents indicated one of ten categoriei. 'For all
but the tic end categories, respondents were assigned an iritiome equal to the
midpoint of the indicated category. For the lowest category (below. $7,000) a
value of $6,000 was assigned and fbr the highest category' (crier $35,000) a
value of $38,000 was assigned.

Percentage Earned 04er Bine Silary
"In recent years, roLghly how intnh home you earned over and -above you* baaic
salary? Please estimate as, a percentage of yotr basic salary.. hspondents
were given 7. response categories. Respondentslere assigned the midcaint of
their indicated category for all but the one open-andel category (30% and over)
fbr ithich a value of 60% was. assigned. a

4

Sipplonental !nettle (see Table 2, Page 22)
The assigned values of the above.two variables were multiplied together to
determine a approximate dollar value for supplemental income..

0 A

lbtal Personal Income (see Table 3, Page 23)
The sun of Basic Institutional Salary and Sipplemental Income

Ibtal Family Income (aee Table 11, Page 24)
"Viet was yotr total famitly income, before taxes, in calendar year 19714?"
Respondents were given B response categories. Respondents were assigned the
category midtoint for all but the twp opeil-ended categories; for the lowest
catftory (below $10,000) $8,000 was assigned and fbr the highest (over $50,000)

valus of $60,000 was assigned.

Charge in Economic Rtsition (see Table 5, Page 3)
"Ebs your own economic position as a member of the academic profession
imcroved, worsened or stayed roighly the sane over the past five yeare"
Respondents were given five response categories that varied &an "1-worsened
significantly" to "5-1mrroved markedly".

Sxrces of Supplemental Income (see Tables 6-15, Pages Z-35)
Respondents were asked to indicate their first and second largest soirees cf
supplemental income &an a list of seven possible soirees, an "Other S3urces"

":0:4

P
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category, 'and a "gone" Category. For each,sotrce, respondents were assigned' a
"1" if they indicateq6it as their first or second largest sotroe and a "0" if..

not. For the "M3ne"Icategory, a "1" vas only assigned if it los the only ,
category indicated. If arressiondent did not mark any of the resp3nse category,
not even the "tbne". category, for erther the first or second largest soiree, the
response vias counted as missirg. :Me nine sources were: (1) Swine' teaching,
(2) Teaching elsevitere, (3) Consulting, (4) Private practice, (5) Royalties
&as publications and intents, (6) Feel for speeches and lecttres,.(7)/esearch
salaries, (8). "Other" fokrees, (9) None.

Paid Consulting (see able 16, Page 36) ,

"During the past two years, taye you served as a paid consultant?"

S.

SET II CONTRal VARIABLES.

This ,snall set consiited of key variables that were know (cr suspected)
to influence faculty salaries. Tnree of these variables--acadenic rank,
academic discipline, and type of institution6-were the stratification variables
.used by Ladd and Lipset(1975) in their sanplirg achene. The foirth variable--
`acadenic contract length--was included as a separat'e variable instead. of
attenptirg to apply a standard conversion fraction to equate salaries based
won 9/10 month contracts with those based upon 11/12 months. The 'map:Ise of
considering thiS set of variables' was threefold; to determine how each was
related to income variables in isolation, to determine how the set of four
combined to determine income, and to control fbr their effect Wen considering
the relationship between incane and other variables. While %any other variables
could have been included in this set, most would have overlapped arbstantially
with the ones that were considered (e.g., age and years of service were both
highly correlated teLth acadenic rank), and touldrhave complicated both the
analysis and conceptualization of the findings. The set of fotr control
variables are presented below,' as well as the percentage of faculty falling at
each level of the Control Variable. The percent4es in parentheses were based
won faculty ftgan doctorate granting triiversities only, Wile the valms not
in parentheses were based upon the entire sanple of faculty, includirg those
Fran doctoal triiVersities. These percentmes were determined AFTER the
weighting was performed. The actual nunber of responses, both before and
after this weighting boss done, are presented in Appendix I.

Acadenic Contract Length
3/10 nonttis--64% (55%), 11/12 mcnths--35% (44%), missing---1% (1%).

Aced en ic Rank
Instructor/lecturer-8% (5%) , Ass is tent Pro fessor--2 9% (22%) , Associate
Professor--24% (25%), Full Professor-40% (48%).

.>.
Carnegie Classification (xhool type)

Research/Doctoral granting tniv ersities-45%, Com pr eh ensiv e triiv ersities/
colleges-43%, Liberal arts collfges-12%.
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Academia Discipline Current teaching field) .

Social bienoes-15% (14%); limailtiew.18% (16%), Fine irte--611 OS)
Lawls (2%); 1141ide Biologioak fbienaia--6% (6%),
Ncdicinc-3% (6%), Nu:sail:in--10 am), Iiisineaa-5% (3%), ingineerirg-6%
(10%), fkarairg/Hialth edtalation--12% (10%), igr1oulturel-4%. (3%), Missing-

3% (2%).
d 6

SET III INCCI4F CORRELATES -

S.

The third set of variables, /mane porrelaac.;,.consisteid of the fbllohing
&duets of variables:

.
Llenstitutional Characteristics (see Itible 16, Page 36)

School average SAT test scores, Revenue per student,. Researich rollers per
student, Schoól size, Clontrolpablic or rivets..

Departmental/Institutional Involveeent (see' Table 17, Page 37).
Department chairman, Head of research institute Sohool wide administrator,
Elected faculty governance member, Member of sdobl wide canceittee, Involvement
in departmental affairs, Involvement triiversity affaris, lbws teachin3

. Research Prodwtivity (see Table 18, Page 19)
B3pks published/edited,. Articles published ,.Thiblications in last tic years, -
Number ofaijIgronal atscriptions, Federal agency research support, My financial
research rt , Paid consulting , Sel f-a1X0033 rating .

Character of Work and Interest (see Thble 20, Page 40)

Pure/basic researchs Applied research, Rolicy oiriented research; Literary/
acressive, &ientific/quantitative approach, Research vs. teachirg eephasis.

Administrative responsibility

ftrsonal Characteristics
Sex, Age, Born in (kited States, Minority, Family econanic status Olen in '110

school, Liberal/oonservative, Completed doctorate, If began career again kould

still be professor

Malysis

tl

All analyses viere based won responses of faculty &an doctorate
grantirg uliversities, cornirehensive miversites/colleges, and liberal arts
colleges.; responses of faculty fran tio-year colleges rare not included. The.

decision not to include two-year institutions tiras based on the relatively snail
nunber of responses (this grOup was intentionally ulderreiresented by Ladd and

Lipset in their survey sanplirg) and the inappropriateness of certain key

1

4.

.7'
fi
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vaiiiables'$uch as rank and discipline; Separate anafyses were, perfbrmed on the
entire set of responses and the responses fl'an just the doctorate grantirg
keiversities.

. .

, Responses here initially weighted as described earlier and the incan&-,
related varobles of cnterest *were selected. Simple descriptive statistics
were ocmputed arid vere described in :able 1.

Ivied second stake of analysis consisted of relating 'each of the fol.,*
Control Variables to each of the incane variables. separately and in canbi-
nation. The mean value of' each incane var4able was° determined for each level
of eiery control variable (e.g..1 4oine was detennined fbr each of the four;
academic ranks). The proportion iqf valiance determined by the each Control
Variable WEE calculated (e.g., 4/91,fl the variance'in Basic Salary could be
explained by Pcadenic Rank). The groportten of variance that could be tniquely
determined by each Control Variable was,also determined (e.g., vhile 49% of
the variance ,iti,Basic Salary cO d be effolained by Rank, 13% of this could also
.be explained .in terms of one of e other three control.variables and only
1:0% was uniquely:a /maned by r ) eIS For.each m'ean, two deviation scores were

ted, Uri IT' ted (Raw) -Deviation" ore and* Pdjusted Deviation &ore.then :.E,
71 e 1Ptijtsted DElvlition Score was'the d- ference betueen the mean of a
particular group (e:g.;"Research lhiversity Fac.ulty) andithe mean'of all
resPandents. The Ojusted:Ceviation &ore

s
the difference betkeen the actual

, 'mean of a particular group ahd the salary t/nt. would be predicted on the basis
Iof,thetother_three Control Variables (e.g., Pcadenic Calendar Pcadenic Rank, .

abd 'Discipline) . Computationeof the varj.ance explained and the deviation icores
were accanplished 4th the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (lie,
it 'al., 19715).

"L. ,

A

In Iliherthird Afge-of the analyses, each of' the inccrne variables was
Mori/related 4h variabled \in each subset of Incane Correlates that were
described earlier. In addition to ihe simple (uicorrected) correlations,
eactl correlation-was also corrected for' the set of lbw, Control Variables.
For exanple, the simple correlation between Number of Prticles Nblished ,

(a variable in the ProdLctivity subset) aid Basic Salary was .58, but the
corielation bias ottlY .Z2 after correcting fbr the foir Control Variables.
Inorder to corxect for the fol.:* control variables, each Incane variable was
predidted on the basis of the entire set of Control Variables and 'the difference
betwen the actual and predicted value was determined. This difference--the
difference between the actual valA and the value expected on the basis of' the
Control*Variables--was then correleted 4th the Mynber of Articles R.iblished.
Consequently, the corrected. correlations were generally sorneWiat lower.

1 FACILTY SALARIES- 10
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RESULTS & DISC(SSICV
a

/name Variables
IIIIMIMINIIIIPOG.1111sealHOPOINIM0111

In 1975, the berican Woressoriste earned a Bisic ItittltUtiOnal Salary
of about $19,400, and earned another $2,700 in supplemental incase flor a .

Iota]. Personal .Income of $22,100 (ase Table 1). Ibtal Family Income MIS
Weal. faculty. &as doctorate grantircinstitutions reportel rceiving
MOW base salaries C by $3,100) and more supplaniental imam/ (by $ 900).

1-. However; as will be discussed later, finch of this differenoe can be explained
in kenos of such variables eim.DisciPline, loademic Rink and Cbntract length;
faculty &cm the highest paid disciplines4woh - Lew and Medicine here almost*
exclusively at doctorate grantirg institutions, and these Liiiversities hal a
greater Voportion of their faculty at thelull Wofessor rank and `were more
lilely to hire facUlty on 11/12 .month contracte.

Most facultp;Ifpebout Va.-reported some supplemental income; 16% ndicated
Vaat earnirgs "over and above 1011Sic salary" hes 0%--the next category belts
"alder 10%". Cn an other item, only 11% of those respondirs to the question
about sotrces of supplemental incone indicated "Ibne", but another 5% did not
respind to the question at all. In spite of the high percentage of faculty
who report some supplemental income; thcaverage nowt retorted %as 14% sof

the reported base salary, and only 4% of the respondents indicated that they
supplemented their base salary by more than 50%. These values, percentage
reporting supplemental income, percentage reprtirg supplementirg their irCane
.by more than 50%, and, the ratio of supplemental inozae to base salary, were
sknilar ihen considering onlyvthe doctoral Lniversity responses.

S5trces of supplemental income--faculty were asked to indicate their
first and' Seoond largest sotrces--were quite varied (see Table 1)... Additional
teachirg (Summer teaching--39% and Mating elseihere--12%) and donsultirg
,(29%) were the most frequently mentioned sotroes. However, Research salaries,
Lecture fees, and Royalties were each cited by 10-15% of the respondents

f
end

20% indicated "Other" snrces besides *those alternativei on the survey. FacUlty
&cm doctoral kniversities were more likely to consult (37% vs. 23%), have
supplemental research'salaries (18% vs. 10%), and recort royalties (15% Vs.

10%), but were much less likely to do additional teaching (Ammer teachirg--
27% vs. 43% and teachirg elseknere--9% vs. 13%).

The peroentsge,indicating each source of supplemental income actually
underestimated the flequency with thich the activity occurred, sinoe faculty -

were only asked to indicate their first and second largest sources. For
example, respondents were asked-, in another section of the survey, to indicate
sources of paid consulting. About half indicated that they had done consultini
even thoigh only 29% listed it as one of their tho largest soirees of
suppleueitar income; about 235 Epparently had done consutling ibr pay but hEd
at least tho other soirees of supplenental incone that were Isrger. There

Was no basis for determining the TOTAL frequency of occwrence Par the other
aupplemental incone activities, *ich could theoretically range anywhere &an
the values.given to as high es 30% or more.

;
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Faculty were also asked to indicate the change in their economic position
over the last five years. Overall, there was indication of Improvement; 55%
indicated their position had imfroved (17% markedly and 38% moderately), while
21% indicated no change and 24% felt that it had worsened (1 8% moderately and
6% markedly). Faculty (ran doctoral uliversities felt, somevhat more than
other faculty, that their econamic position had imiroved.

Control Variables

Contract Length. Corer one-third, 35%, of the faculty indicated that
they had 1 1 cr 12 month contracts, the percentage being even higher for
faculty at doctorate granting institutions. Faculty on the longer contract
did earn higher base salaries. The difference was $4,760, or 27% of the
the base salary of faculty on 9/10 month contracts. fbwever, cinch of the
difference could also be explained in tenns orother Control Variables--
particularly Academic Rank. After controlling fbr these other variables,
the difference between the two groups was only $3,940 or 17% of the base
9/10 month salary. At doctorate granting Lniversities the difference between
the average 9/10 cr 1 1/12 month contracts was somevhat larger ( $5,590 aid
$4,CTO after correction), and represented a slightly higher percentage Of the
average 9/10 month contract (2 9% or 21% after correction>.

Faculty on the 11/12 month contract were somerhat less likely to
indicate having a sotrce of supplemental income and reported a lover
average supplemental income. Hokever, Total Personal Incomes (Basic plus
aapplemental) were still $4,450 higher, or $2,160 after correcting fbr
the other Control Variables. °These faculty were mt.ch less likely to
report supplenental income for summer teaching (16% vs. 51%) aid research
salaries (5% is. 19%), but. were more likely to report consultirg (38% vs. 24%)
aid Speech/lecture fees (1 9% vs. 10%).

Academic Rank. As expected, kademic rank made a big difference in
base salary; the four Control Variables were able to predict 5 2% of the variance.
in base salary and 49% could be predicted by kadenic Rank alone. Full
Professors ($24,850) earned the most, followed by Associate Professors

. ($1 8,100), Assistant Professors ($14,730) aid Instrwtor/lecturers ($11,730).
Similar patterns were evident for Total 1,rsonal and Ibtal Family Incomes--
valables largely determined base salary. Acadenic rank was somevhat less
important than academic discipline in determining amount of' supplenental inccrne,
but, the pattern of differences was similar. Academic rank was mlnh less
important than discipline in determining the specific soiree of supplemental
income reported. Full professors kere less likely to report additional
teaching, were more likely to to consult, and were particularly more likely
to have royalties or report speech/lecture fees.
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Carnegie Classification--Rohool lype. There were large differences
in the average base salaries rerorted by faculty flan different types of
institutions; doctorate grintirg--$21,570, commehensive--$18,020, and liberal
arts-415,900 (see Table 1). Ibwever, mumh of this difference--porticularly
the difference between doctorate grantirg and octarehensive schools--could be
explained in tens/for other Control Variables. Several of the highest paid
disciplines--medicine, law, agriculture, and engineerirg--had disproportionately
more faculty at doctbral miversities. Faculty at doctoral Lniversities
tended to be older, were more lilely to be NU prors...ssors and %ere more likely
to have 1.1/12 =nth contracts. then salaries at doctoral and canrehensive
schools were compared separately at each rank, the differenoes were mtmh smaller
than the overall difference; but the doctoral 'adversities had more NU
rofesaors (49% vs. 32%) and fewer assistant professors (21% vs. 35%).
Faculty Doan liberal arts colleges, even after correcting fbr the other Cb ntrol
Variables, received aubstantially lcher salaries.

Faculty flaw the three types of institutions reported, in approxi-
mately equal numbers, earning aome supplemental inomae. Ithile there were
differences in the moult of supplemental inocme reported, many of these
differences could be explained in terms of academic rank and academic
discipline. There were differencest however, in the soirees of supplenental
incane. Faculty frau doctorate grantirg institutions were more likely
to report consultirs and research salary, but were less likely to teach in the
summer. Faculty fran,canirehensive schools were mach more likely to do
additional teaching, but. were less likely to report either consulting or
research salaries. Faculty ll'an liberal arts colleges were more likely to.
report research salaries, but were less likely to report either simmer teaching
or consulting.

kadenic (Teachirg) Discipline. Faculty ll'an different disciplines
did vary in terms of both base salary and supplemental incane. However,
discipline was more important in explainirg soirees and anotrit of supplemental
incane than base salary. Discipline miquely accomted fbr little of the
predictable variance in base salary (14 of 62%), but mtch more in supplemental
incane (S% of 18%). Pbst of the discipline differences in base salary could
be explained in terms of the other Control Variables, and the particularly
high salaries of faculty in medicine and law. al the other hand, discipline
was the best predictor of supplenental incane--the dollar value, the likelihood
of hewing any at all, and the particularsairce. Discipline was the best
predictor of consulting, research salary, privdte iractice, and, to a lesser
extent, speeches/lecttres and teaching elsettiere.

Social science faculty did not differ fl'an the rest of the sanple in
tenns of acadenic rank or type 'Of enployirg institution, but were sameuhat less
likely to have 11/12 month contracts ( 24% vs. %-36% being the percentage
for all non-social eciende faculty). Ihe social science faculty were

1 5
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the most representative of the entire sample of faculty, and did not differ
appreciably in terms of base salary, moult of supplemental inoame, or the
likelihood of i'eportirg some soiree of supplemental income. These faculty were
somenhat more'llkely to report supplemental research salaries (21% vs. 12%)
mnd less likely to indicate "other (e.g., other than the alternatives that
were listed) sources (13% Vs. 22%).

/inanities faculty were someitat more likely to be employed at liberal
arts colleges (21% vs. 10%) and less likely to have a 11/12 [moth contract
(25% vs. 37%). These faculty reported lower base salaries ( by $1,910),
thoigh almost half of this difference would be expected on the basis of being
more likely to teach at liberal arts colleges and less likely to be al a 11/12
month contracts. They also had less supplemental inane (by $ 970), and hai a
greater likelihood of reporting no sounce of supplemental income (16% vs. 10%).
The humanities faculty were less likely to consult (11% vs. 33%) or have supple-
mental research salary (9% vs. 114%), but were more likely to do sunmer teaching
(47% vs. 37%) and have royalties (18% vs. 11%).

itk

Fine arts faculty were more likely to be instrtxtors/lecturers (17% vs.
7%) and less likely to be 'full professors (30% vs. 40%). They had lower
base salaries (by $3,500 cr $2,000 after correcting fbr Control Variables) and
less supplemental income (by $ 840). The fine arts faculty were less likely to
consult (10% vs. 31%) ar have supplemental research selaries, but were more
likely to do sxmner teaching (52% vs. 3E1%), private practice (17% vs. 6%),
and report "other" soirees of supplemental inmate (35% vs. 19%).

Law faculty are more likely to have appointments at doctorate granting
miversities (74% vs. 145%) aid be full professors (5391 vs. 39%), but were
somevhat less likely to be on 11/12 month contracts (20% vs. 35%). They,
along with medical faculty, had the highest base and supplenental incomes, and
virtually all reported some soiree of supplemental incane. They were more
likely to consult (55% vs. 29%) aid have private practice (25% vs. 7%).

Medical faculty were mtch more likely to have 11/12 mcoth contracts
(98% VS. 33%) and have appintments at doctorate granting tniversities (981
vs. 44%). They had mi.ch higher base and supplemental incomes. As a
consequence of their 11/12 month contracts, they were less likely to report
additional teaching (miner teaching--1% vs. 40% aid teaching elsewhere--2%
vs. 12%) cr supplemental research salaries (3% vs. 14%). They were, however,
more likely to haie private practices (35% vs. 6%) aid aipplemental incme
fran speeches/lectures (32% vs. 12%).

Faculty in the physical sciences were more likely to be full professors
(148% vs. 39%), but were less likely to be cn 11/12 month contracts ;21% vs.
37%). They did not differ in terms of base salary, supplemental income, or
the likelihood of reporting no souace of supplemental income. They were more
likery to have supplemental research salary (28% vs. 12%), but did not differ
flAam other faculty in the likelihood of reportin; other sources of supplemental
incame.
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Faculty in the biological sciences were more likely to be fuil professors
(58% vs. 3911), mere likely to hose a 11/12 month contract (118% vs. 34%), and

acre likely to be *at a doctorate grantirg uliversity(59% vs. 45%). Wile their
average base salary ter wombat Maher, this deference disappeared then it was
corrected fbr the other _Ootitrol Variables. These faculty were mare likely to
report supplemental research salaries(26% vs. 13%), but were less likely to do
.additional teaohirg(issnar teachitg--28% vs39% 'end teaohitg elsethere--6% vs.
12%).

idtcation faculty were more likely to hose 11/12 month contract's (43$
Vs. 34%), mere likely to uork Oar comprehensive institutions (67% VS. 391),
and more likely to be assistant profeseors 38% vs. 2/%) rather than hosing a
higher academic rank. These faculty did nol, differ from. other faculty in .

base salary or supplemental salary, but were less likely to report no soiroe
of supplemental inosne (7% vs. 12%). These faculty were:more likely tO do

additional teaching Canner teaohing--51% vs. g% aid teaohirg elseitere--22%
vs. 10%), .and_oonsulting (411_ vs._ 2,3%), but.were less likely to_report
suppl,dintal research salary (4% vs. 15%).

Business faeulty were more likely to hose a 9/10 month contract (92%

vs. 64%4 more likely to be assistant professors (47% vs. a%) than
hese a higher academic rank, and were more likely to work at ociprehensive
institutions (73% vs. 41%) rather than at doctoral universities or liberal
arts colleges. Business faculty iseported louer base salaries, but not
lower than would be expected on the basis of the fbir control variables. 'They

reported Inch more supplemental inozati,($4,700 vs. $2,5ao) end were less likely
to indicate hiving no soiree of supplemetal incone. Business faculty were
acre likely to do additional teaching (summer teaching--56% vs. 33,% aid
teachitt eleseuhere--21% vs. 11%) mid more likely to do coneulting (37% vs..
29%)partioularly if they were Ave dootoril miversities (57% Vs. 35%)

Engineering faculty were more likely to be full. praressors (52% Vs.

38%), and were mcre likely to hswe appointments at doctoral tniversities
(77% vs. 43%). Bigineeriag faCulty reported higher base salaries (higher
by $3,340), but mph of this could be explaineerin tenns of other Control
Variables. 'These faoulty earned albstantially higher moults of suppletedtal
incone ( $41.390 vs. 12,530), and were less likely to have no reported sotroes
of supplenental incone. Engineering faculty were more likely to consult (591
vs..27%) and have supplesentaa research salary (34% Vs. 12%), but here
less likely to do additional teaching (winner teaching--15% vs. 40% ald
teaching elsethere--6% vs. 12%) a* give speeches/lectures (5% vs. 13%).

Agriculture faculty were nneh more likely to have 11/12 month
contracts (38% vs. 33%), to be full professors (50 vs. 39%), and to have
appointments at. doctoral tniversities (94% vs. 44%). These faculty earned
substantially higher base salaries, but actually less than would be expected

on the basis of the other 0ontrol Variables. 'These, faculty--probably as a
consequence of their. fbll year contractsrarely reported doing additional
teaching or haiing wpplenmtal research salary, but were mirh more likely to
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do conmilting (52% Vs. 29%) and report ',Other" soiroes of supplemental
incane (42% vs. 19%).

The last category of acadenic discipline defined by Ladd and
Lipset (19713), kirsirg/Italth edwation, really was complied of quite a
few different disciplines includirs ntrsirg, physical edwation, health
altmation, other health fields, and home econanics. These faculty were
somebttat more lilely to have 11/12 month contracts (43% vs. 14), were more
likely to be instrwtor/lecturers (16% vs.6%) and assistant professors (37%
vs. 27%) rather than fUll professors. The mrsing/health edwation faculty
were somettlat more likely to haie appointments at canprehensive schools, and
less likely to be at liberal arts colleges and doctoral universities. Wile
their salaries were momevhat lower than other faculty, mtmh of this difference
could be explained in terms of academic rank. These faculty had less supple-
mental incane, and were less likely to report supplenental research salaries
(3% VS. 15%), do consulting (21% vs. 3)%) or have royalties (7% vs. 13%).

INCCME CORREUATES

Incane Correlates consist of five subsets of variables desc'ribed in the
methods sotion. Each of these variables was correlated with each of the
Income Variables before and after controllirg fbr the foil* Control Variables.
lhese results are presented in Tables 16 - 20, and are sunmarized briefly below.

INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS (see Table 16). The first three of
these variables, school average SAT test scor,s, revenue dollars per student,
and research dollars per student, all show a consistent relationship with the
incane variab.les4; Each was positively related to base and aipplemental
incoMes, and negatively related to thelikelihood of doing additional teaching

:for supplenental income. Lower, but still positive relationships were observed

bet,..ieen each of the three and consulting, royalties and research salaries.
Correcting fbr the fotr Control Variables generally reduced the mEgnitude of
each of the observed relationships, but the pattern of results was the sane.
Sohool size was positively correlated with base salary, supplenental income, and

. consulting. -.Private institutions, compared to ptblic .institutions, hai
slightly lower base incartes, but did not differ in other respects.

Wien the sane relationships were exanined for just the faculty flAon
doctorate granting Lnivesities, the pattern of correlations was similar. The

doctoral tniversities were less variable in terms of each of the measures,
perhaps explaining the sanet.hat lower correlations. For this group, there
were no substantial correlations between school size and control--p.ablic or
private--and any `of the incane variables..

IEPARTMENTAL/INSTITUTIMAL INVCUVEMENT (see Table 17). Each of this
set of variables, with the exception of bows spent teaching, measured an

asspect of service to the school. Each of then was positively related to base
salary and virtually uncorrelated with either anoInt or 30Lrce of supplemental
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ibmtVmr, *ad the corrlations were oorreatel ibr the set of fotr
antra% Vertehtee, evert the positive relaticaships with bole salary all but
vanish, lugesitirl that both involvement and base salary art positiyely
related to &cadmic rank.,

The wrrelations with nusber of hairs Uncials, bower, showed a quite
different pattern of.relaticeships.. Faculty %to spent more time teechitg
had lower base salaries, hal less supplemental incase, and Were geherally less
likely to' report any of the sotroes of inmate except additional teachirg.

Essentially the sae oonolusioni held glen .responses &an Just the
faculty &cm doctoral tativrrsities are considered. The* positive relationships
between involvement and base salary were somethat higher, even after correcting
fbr the set of lbw' (bntrol Variables. The negative oorrelations-eccept for
the likelihood of doing aiditional .toschits--were somonhat less substantial, but
were still in the same direction.

PRODUCTIVITY/MIMING .Iti ThE FROFESSION(see Table 18). Each of these
variables measured an aspect of resetwoh produotivity, and each MSS positively
correlated with base salary, amotrit and likelihood or suppleaental incase, and
each of the sources of suppleuental incale except additional teachirg. The

size of the correlations was lower after correctirg fbr the set of tow Control
Variables, but the pattern raaained the sine.

Each of' the research produotivity moires was higher rhen the
simple tan _limited to faculty gran doctorate great% tniversities. The

pattern of correlations, before correction, was resarkably simIllar to that
ihich occurred with the entire set of faculty. Holever, the correction fbr
the set of 04ntrol Variables lowered the oorrelatimb more than hod been the
case for the entire faculty.

CHARACTER OF WORK/INTEREST(see %able 19). Faculty were asked, using
dichotomous (yes-no) variables thether their reoent lark was pure/basic,
applied, policy oriented, and literary/euressive. Hone of these variables,
particularly after correcting fbr the oontroVvariables,.Shoked any substantial
correlation with either basic or supplemental income, althotgh those indicatirg
014 their hark was applied were somevhat !pore likely to do consulting.
Faculty who said that their approach within-their field was more scientific/
quantitative--as opposed to soft/hxainistio--reported somebhat higher base
salaries, %ere more likely to hame suppleaental research salary, and were less
likely to do extra teaching, but most of these relationthips also disappeared
then corrected fbr the Control Variables. Respondents tiro indicated that their
primary interest bias in teaching rather than reaearch received lower base
salaries, did' less conaultitg, and reported less retearch salary, but were more
likely to do extra teaching fbr supplesental incase. Respondents tilo indicated
that their principal activity was administration received higher base salaries,
but differed little in terns of' moult or sou.ce of supplesental incane.

Faculty fran doctorate grantirg institutions were more likely to see
their approach as scientific/quantitative, were more likely to see their

dprincipal interest as research, were somevhat more likely to be administrators,
and were someuhat more likely to da literary/exiressive kork. tbwever, the

19
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correlations between each of these variables and ttie incone variables were
generally similar to the entire simple for these faculty as well.

FERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS (see Table 2)). tbne of the inoane variables
.stmed any substantaal relationship to faculty minority status, their econanic
status then in high schpol, political leanings i.e. conservative-liberal) ,
their likelihood of purs.iirg the sane career if they hal the decison to make
again, and tbether or not they were born in the Lhited.States.. Being male,
being older, and having canpleted a doctorate were each correlated with higher
base salaries--4ifferences that could be largely accoulted fbri in terms of'
sinh Cbntrol Variables as academic rank and discipline. Age is closely related
to academic rank, so it was little surprise that controlling fbr academic rank
greately redwes the relationship between age and base income. Older faculty
were less likely to report supplemental research salaries, and this correlation
%gas virtually independent of the Control Variables. The finding that nkch, but
notall, of the male-fenale difference in salaries could be explained in terms
of the Cbntrol Variables--particularly academic rankhad little 'relevance to'
actiVists vtio claim that women are less likely to get faculty jabs or are less .

likely to be prcmoted. Perhaps more miteworthy was .the fact that overall only
191and 13% at doctorate granting nriversities--of the respondents were women.

Faculty at doctoral miversities compared to the sanple as a vhole,
were more likely to be male, were slighily older, and were more likely to
hwe canpleted their doctorate. Being older, male and having completed a
doctorate were correlated rith higher salaries, but these differences could
be substantially redwed by correcting fbr the Oontrol Variables. Interestingly
enough, older faculty were less likely to report supplemental research
salary at doctoral wiversities jLat as for the entire set.

COICLUSIONS

Daring the decades of the 1950s and 1960s faculty salaries grew at
a iamb faster pace than the cost of living. This was largely a function of
the tremendous growth in higher edwation, and the relative shortage of new
doctorates to fill acadenic positions. More recently, there has been little
or no growth in higher edwation and a large surplus of new doctorates Wio
are mable to find faculty positions. Predictably, faculty salaries &ring
this period have shown no real growth and may even have lost grould to the
cost of living. Furthermore, the likelihood of declinirg enrollments, even
tighter budgets, and perhaps chargfm in mandatory retirement laws all indicate
that this situation will probably continue. lhderstandably, there is good
reason rthy faculty, whose salary increases are not even keeping pace with
inflation and are far below those experienced in the 1960s, may look for
sokrcei of supplemental inocrne.

Howver, at the sane time that there are increased pressures for faculty
to seek sources of supplemental inoome, the general public and government
agencies are requiring accouitability and askirg if these activities are
detracting fran the other duties of the faculty. Higher eduoation has
cantered with a variety of rebuttals such as:
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1) theosuppleiental incases help compensate faculty fbr the traditionally
low salaries.wailible in academia .

2) faoulty do not spend excessive time at these supplesentil activites

3) these activities generally complement rather than detract fran
faculty responsibilities such as teaching and research

t.

.ociety will benefit tram these activities

5) *Uses of this, privilege (right) are Tare

6) attempts to regulate these activities will cause "tnwarranted
infrirgenent on acadesp freedan

a

bsults discussed in this paper relate to many of these contentions.
lbtal feculty egarnings,,as opposed to 9 month base incomes, may e slightly
less than might be expected in other job secthrspperticularly Lñ opaupations
that are in high demand--but there is no indication that they are gkosaly
oUt of line. This conclusion is justified by studies reviewed in this paper,
but the strongest, argunent is the present jottmarket. Few faculty are
leaving academia for mare lucrative jobs., and there are literally hundreds
of well qualified applicants for every new tenure track position. If the total
t4nufieration offered fbr pursuing a faculty career were grossly inadequate,
then thia situation kould not prevail.

Results 'presented in this paper show that btii/e the practice of earning
tupplesentar incane is very widespread, the actuai nowt of supplemental
inocme is not large. The average dollar ammilt. is less thari $3400 and
represents d supplenent of only about 15% of the average base.salary.
Furthermcre, very few faculty, only:about 4%, supplement their imams by
reoreethan 50$ of their base Salary. These findirgs seems to justify the
claim that faculty supplexental incane activities are not excessive.

One af the most important claims is that the supplemental income
activities do not interfere with the other activities that, are normally

-expected oi facultyservice to one's institution , research prodtetivity,
and'teachirg. Correlations presented in Thbles 16 - 20 tear directly on
this question. A wide rarge of indicators of service each show low positive
or zero correlations withemot.nt of supplemental incase and the likelihood of
doing consulting. 'Mose earnim supplemeital inoome are no less active in
institutional/departmental affairs. Similarly, each of a variety of research
procketivity measures show low to moderate positive correlations with the
amotrit of supplemental incane and the likelihood of each source other than
additional teachirg: .1hose Oio earn more supplemental incase and consult
apparently do more research. However, faculty Itio earned more supplemental
income did vend less time actually teaching. Furthermore, the likelihood
of each of the sotrces of supplemental incame--other than additional
teaching--tended to be negatively correlated with hows teachirg as well.
Similarly, those iitio earned more supplemental incase were more Maly to state
that, their primary interest was in research rather than teachirg.b These

2
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findirgs at least suggest that the prsuittof. supplemental incase mai detract
fras the time spent teach/my but are also indicative of a.reward stuoture in
higher ethmation that does not value tesohlts. Indeed', the indigo* veritable
that wis most negatiVely correlated with hours Spent teaohirg ams not supple-
menatl° incase, but base salary. This apparent lack of regret fbr the value of
ibaebirg in the reward strunkre of higher edteation, particularly frai.the
permeative of the generel.pblic Ow view teeahlrg as the riflery obligation
of faculty, may be more dimming than the possibility of excess supplesental
inaome activities. In sumnary, these findirgs give little. indication
that the prsuit of supplesental incase detracts ttici Laiversity obligations,
and suggest the possibility that at least research may be facilitated by it.

There is-no cbtbt that dadiety can and does benefit fran the
ptlic service<activites, the research, and' the teachire done by faculty.
ibbever, the very issues beirg addressed may serve to tridensine the
value of faculty serviae to society. As society grows more complex
there is an increased need ibr high quality scientific expertise on contro-
versial issues.. It is particularly important that this expertise be credible
to the competing vested interest groups irsiolved in the particular issue.
Historically the university and its faculty hale been viewed ea the most
objective source of- amh expertise. However, as full-tirse taliversity faculty

-become more irwolved in externally ftmded Pplenettal income activities,-
their credibility is beirg qaestioned. The value of faculty expertiae,
perhaps the moat imprtant form of public service, will be undermined
Wether justifiable or not.

The last two contentions, the rarity of abuse and the danger of .

unwarranted inftirgement to acadesic flvedom, are outside the sloop of
this study, but their renognition is impartant. There.are at least
some exasples of flagrant abuses of the privilege that faculty hrwe in
determining how they spend their time. Even if these are rare and isolated
occurrences, they play an imprtant role in Imdenn.ining public confidence
in higher eduzation. Current policy, practice governing faculty conthat is
generally so vague as to be meanirgless, completely menfbrced, and often not
even know to the faculty who are expected to abide by it. Clearly, any
overly rigid set of standards will invite violation. ibwever, the developnent
of clear policy statements and provision fbr at least minimal enfbrcement
will provide a great service to higher education. It will fbrce faculty to
face these issutes, clarify what constitues unaccepatible behavior, and
help restore ptblic confidence in the acadeny. Failure to make at least
reasonable 'progress towards this goal will invite the intrusion of outside
agencies and this will constitute a serious threat to acadenic freedom.
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SLPIMARY TABLE

Incase Variables and estroes of Sapplesental Income Deactriptive Satiating *.

I 1CCTIORATE (1ANTIV 3010015 01141 D0CT/C04P1.411 Ars SCR3C11S

MillMeseMOOOMMIliMOWMOOmMMODONA.401mM
% Verianoe Ontrol

Percent Explained Variable
!tuft by tbntrol Explaining

WINAMINIftalMINININII
% Variance Cbntrol

Percent hplained Variable
* Molts by Cbeetrol.EXPIainits

VRIPLE MEAN %lies Variablee Host Variance MEAN Vanes Variables Meat Variance

abilwOmMO. OFftweiminoOmOMO OM11,.mme easceace MINDO*M

1%

ONOW.MMIMIO ...wOmmwoohow

62% ACAD RANK
Suits Institutional $ 21,E00 1% 62% ACAD RANK $ 19,400 '

Incase

aspplasent al Inrixsie $ 3,2)0 2% 20% DISCIPLINE .1 2, 700 2% 18% DISCIPLINE'

Total Personal Incase $ 24,830
(Basic. -Supplemental)

2%

ACAD RANK

56% CAD RANK $ 22, 100 2%

& CAD RANK ,

57% ACAD RANK,

Total Easily Incase $ 28,700 37% ACAD RANK $ 25 100 2% 32% ACAD RANK

Change, in foonanic Status 3.51 1$ 3% DISCIPLINE 3.42 1% 3% DISCIPLINE

(1-worsened ..5- harrov al)

S Indicatits any (bnsulties 55%
in last tic years

1% .12% DISCIPUNE 4% 1% 3% DISCIKINE

Percentage Indicating Each of Eolloielng As First or Second Largest aurae of aipplesental Incase:

Simmer Teaching 27% .5% 24% CCNTRACT 39% '5% 191 CONTRACT

KRIM PERICD

.Teachits Elseittere IPS 3% 4% DISCIP.INE 12% .5% 4% , DISCIPLINE

Consulting 37% 5% 17% DISCIPLINE 29% SS 16% DISCIPLItif

Folvate Ft.actice 7% 5% 11% DISCIPANE frs 5% 7% DISCIPLINE

Royalties 15% 3% 9% DISCIPtan 12% 51 7% DISCIP.INE

Lecture/Speech Fees 15% 5% 7% DISCIPLINE 13% 5% 6% ACAD RANK &
DISCIPLTNE

Research Salaries 18% 5% 21% DISCIPANF 14% 5% 14% DISCIP..INE

& CCNTR PERD

"Cther" Soirees 5% 5% DISCIPLINE 23% 5% 4%, DISCIPLINE

No 5.ipp1esental Dwane 11% 5% 9% ACAD RANK 11% 5% 5% DISCIPIINE

NOTE: Kean is based on all non-missirg cases, but this value will vary dependirg upon the analysis beirg

considered. For xemple, 1% of the cases were missing the &sic Instituticnal Thecae, but uhen

this variable was broken doim by the Sur Control Variables additicoal oases that had missing

values for one cr more of the control variables were also excluded.

1 Respondents were to select one sotrae as "largest" (cr indicate Pine) and a second eotroe as "second largest",

but 5% left the item blank and warecointed as mi:sits. In fact it is likely that many of these "missirg"

responses mealy had no soiree of supplemental incase and left the item blank instead of indicating "Mme".

-
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TABLE ONE
BASIC INSTITUTICWAL SALARY BROM DOM BY FOUR CONTB71 VARIAELES

canal VARIABLES,
.010211DM.......MigawMa...

-/CAIIMIC CALENDAR

DCCIORAL UNIVERSITIES ONLIY AUU DCCT/Calif/IIB ART SCHOCIJS

MEAN Unadjusted Adjusted MEAN Unadjusted Adjusted
Deviation Deviation L*viation 1:*viation

9/10 synths
11/12 maths
11 Variance Explained

$19,130 - 2,440 - 1,780
- $24,720 + 3,150 + 2,290

14.4% ( 5.4%)

$17,740 - 1,640
$22,500 + 3,120

10.9% ( 14.1%)

- 1,100
+2,080

ACAtEMIC RANK
InstrtctorAlecturer $11,570 -10,000 - 9,440 $11,730 - 7,650 - 7,090
Ks istant Professor $15,520 - 6,050 - 5,580 $14,730 - 14,650 -14,170
Associate Professor $19,320 - 2,30 - 2,2,0 $18,100 - 1,280 - 1,220
Full Professor $26,340 .+ 4,770 + 4,523 $24,E60 +5,430 +5,000
% Variance Explained 46.2% (36.3%) 49.0% (36.2%)

TEACHING DISCMINE
Social Sciences $21,190 - 380 + 630 $19,190 - 190 + 400

Hurnanities $17,570 - 4,000 - 1,430 $17,470 - 1,910 - 1,070
Fine krts $16, - 5, 210 - 2,020 $15,880 - 3,500 -.2,000
Uaw $28,980 + 7,410 + 5,070 $29,400 +10,020 + 5,790
Pnysical Sciences $21,690 + 120 + 70 $20,250 + 880 + 5140

Biological &iences .$23,370 + 1,800 - 150 $21,550 + 2,170 -. 40

Medicine $29, 800 + 8, 230 + 6,290, $29,() + 9,00 + 6,560
Edwation ; $20,220 - 1,350 - 1,310 $18,780 - 600 - 220

Business $21,100 - 1470 + 1,040 $17,460 - 1,920 + 340

Engineerirg $23,640 + 2,070 + 280 $22,720 + 3,340 + 860

Nursing/Health Edwat $20,870 -. 700 + 70 $17,680 - 1,700 - 350

Agriculture $214,0 + 2,690 - 1,760 $23,570 + 4.090 - 820

,5 VARIAKCE EXPUAINED 18.5% ,( 6.5%) 15.2% ( 4.2%)

CARNEGIE. CCDE-sasocu TYPE (only one category included)
Doctorate Granting $21,570 + 2,190 + 72'J

Corn prehensiv e .$18,020 - 1,360 - 80

iberal kts $15,900 - 3,430 - 2,370
$ VARIME EXPUAINED ow ow Ws Ow 9.6% ( 1.8%)

ACROSS ALU 4 CCNTR21 VARIAELES
GRAND MEIAN $21,570 $19,330
% Variance Explained Ey All

Cbntrol Variables Ombined 61.91 62.2%

$ Missirg Cases 4.0% 4.7%

NOTE: The UNADJUSTED DEVIATION is the difference between the group mean and the CRAND MEAN.
The ADJUSTED DEVIATICN is the difference between the group mean and the mean that
hould have been predicted on the basis of the other control variables.

NOTE: % VARIANCE EWLIAINED (eta squared) refers to the proportion of the total variance that
can be explained by a given control variable. The value in parentheses refers to the
proportion of' variance that can be miquely explained by the given control variable
.i.e., variance that cannot also be explained by one of the other control variables).
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TOTAlt. SIPPUEMENTAL INCCME BROM DOM BY FDUR CarnuAnusis

*mu MAIMS
.f.AMUI.M.1opmmimm
;.*AteMIC DLENDAR

9/10 months
11/12 months
Variance -Explained

; ACADSMIC RANK

DCCIDRA11, UNIVIRSI1IE4, ONLIY
........................ ....".......
MEAN Unadjusted kliatied,

. Deviation__ Ow iat ion

570 $41820 11.

7.30
O. 3%

$ 3,5613 4 360
$ 2,800 - 460 -

1.2% ( 2.1%)

PPP
41.4.

,..,
...,
-:,
..:,

-...-if
.t. !....4.-A-,..;

. .....,
.,..=,

AU,streCT/OIMP/4;41' SCIOCUS _ .,'"...,
,,,

. . .. .-.:.....,........../..................a.... . ... ... ........., ., tra*

MEAN *. Uneadjtated Adjust-el.
DixiatiOn Dsvis, ., ., tion

Instrtetor/Lieaturer $ 1,300 - 1,900 - 1,790
r. Aseistant Professor $ 1, 850 .- 1, 3140 - 1, 280

Associate fisofessoc. $ 2,450 - 7110 - 79 0
Full Professor $4,50 + 1,150 + 1,1110

-- S..Variance Explained 9.6% 4( 8.2%)

'TEACHING DISCIPUINE
Social adenoes
Humanities
Fine bets

Physical &iences
Biological Siences
Medicine
Edteation
Business
Engineering
Nur sirs/Health Edwat
Agriculture
VARIMCE MAIM

'CARNEGIE CCDE-SCH00.1 TYPE
Doctorate Crantirg
Comirehensive
Ulberal kts
VARIMCE EMAINED

$ 3,640 + 440 + 320
$.,1,100 - 1,280
V2,110 1,090 - 710
$ 5,210 +2,010 + 870
$ 3,330 + 180 - 200

.- 630 - 520
$ 5,610 +2,410 *3,220
$ 3,280 + 80 + 1 80
$ %MO +2,690 + 2,410
$ 4,910 + 1,710 + 1,C80
$ 2, 170 . 1 1030 - 400
$ 2, 180 -1,020 - 990

10.2% ( 8.8%)

(only one category included)

Mt MP mi. an

ACROSS ALli 11 CC4TR1 4 VARIAELES
GRAM MEAN $ 31,2:10

Variance Explained All
Cbntrol Variables Cbmbined 20.2%

CMOs 4. 6%

120 + 240,
1120 - 450

-0.8%)
.4.0

4.

$ 1,20 - 1,420 - 1,240
$ 1,950 - 750
$ 2,270 - 430 390
$ 3,750 + 1,1B0 + 1,010

7.3% ( 6.1%) #

2,920
$ 1,730
$ 1,86D
.$ 3,030
,.$ 2,820
$ 2,430

.$ 5,620
$ 2,630
$ 14,700
$ 4,390
$ 1,880
$ ?,649

9.6%

220
97 0

- 840
+ 3,100
+ 120
- 270
+ 2;920

70
+ 2;000
+ 1,69 0
- 820 . w 4 30

510 - 970
( 8.0%)

*, 210
4 910

580 ,
29.060-

110
- 570
+ 2,910
+ 190
+ 2,300
+ 1,050

$ 3,210 + 510 + 340
$ 2,400 - 300 - 220
$ 1, 860 - .840 . 500

2. 3% ( 0. 8%)

NOTE: The UNADJUSTED DEVIATICN is the difference betheen the group mean aid the (RAND MEAN.
The ADJUSTED DEVIATION is the difference betheen the group mean and the mean that

a

woilld have been iredicted on the basis of the other control variables.
VARIMCE EVUAINED (eta squared) refers to' the proportion of the total variance that

can be explained by a given control variable. The valte in parentheses refers to the
peo;ortion of variance that can be miquely explained by the given oontrol -variable
(i.e., varianoe that cannot also be 'explained by one of the other ctIntrol variables).
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TALE THREE
TOTAL PERSONAL IN:CMF (Basic plus 9upplspents1) BROKEN DCWN By FouR CONTROU VARIABLES

DCCTORAL UshallERSITTES ONUY ALU DC:CT/COMP/11B ART SCHDCUS

CUTPCU NtRIABLES
INIMMODMM
MIMIC CALENDAR

MEAN Unadjusted Adjusted
Deviation aviation

9/10 months
11/12 months.

% Variance Explained

ACACEMIC RANK
,

$22,700 - .?, 100 - 1,200
527,490 + 2,690 + 1;540

6.3% ( 1.5%)

Instru2tor/Lecturier $12,860 -1 1,940 -11,300
Assistant Professor $17,310 - 7,430 - 6,900
Associate R:iofessor $21,830 - 2,910 3,010
Full Professor $30,720 + 5,0R0 + 5,650
Varianoe ExPlained 4 3.6% (3 4:6%)

- TEACHING DISCIPLINE
Social SCiences $24,830 30 + 990

0,Hunanities $19,460 - 5,3140 -.2,770
Fine tits $1 8,600 - 6,230 - 2,560
Claw $3 4, 190 + 9, 390 + 5 , 920

Phy.s.ical ienoes $25 , 130 + 3 30 - 1 10

Biological Sciences $25 , 950 +.1 , 150 - 7 00

Medicine $35,590 +10,790 + 9,640
Edwatiion $2 3,540 1, ZO - 1, 170
Business $26,990 + 2,190 + 3,430

Engineerirg $28,520 + 3,720 ,+ 1,270 1

Nursirg/ibalth FdWat $2 3,C50 - 1,750 - 340
Agriculture $26,450 + 1,650 - 2,760

% VARIANCE EXPLAINED ( 9. 6%)

CARNEGIE aDE-sciacu TYPE
Doctorate Crantire
Comprehensive
Liberal Arts

% VARIANCE EVUAINED

(only one vtegory included)

ACROSS ALL 14 CCNTR,7.4 VARIABLES
GRAND MEAN
% Variance Explained Bi All

Cbntrol Variables Canbined
Missirg Cases

am .mr

MEAN UnadjUsted Adjusted
aviation Deviation

$20,560 -
$25,010 +

6.3%

1,540 - 8 50
2,910 + 1,610

( 1.6%)

$13,010 - 9,09 0
$2 1,558 - 5,420
$20,390 - 1,710

.$2 8,670 + 6,570
143.6% (3 3.5%)

- 8,3S 0
- 4,970
- 1,610
+ 6,060

$22,130 + 30 + 53 0
$19,230 - 2,900 - 2,000
$1,7,790 - 4,310 - 2,540
$35,890 +13,790 + 8,390

$23,100 + 1,000 + 14 10

$2 3, 980 + 1 , 880 - 6140

$35,600 +13,500 +10,110
$2 1,420 - 63 0 - 70
$22, 160 + 6 0 + .2, 600
$27,030 +14,930 +.1,840
$1 9, 610 - 2, 1.19 0 .- 720

$25,760 + 3,660, - 1,790
16.8% ( 6.9%)

$24,800 +2,700 + 1 9.020

$20, 450 1, 650 - 250

$17,760 - 4,3140 - 2,880

9.0% ( 1.9%)

$24,800 $22, 100

5 6.1%
4.6%

NOTE: The UNADJUSTED DEVIATIty is the difference between the group mean and the GRANQ MEAN.
The ADJUSTED DEVIATICW is the difference betwen the group mean and the mean that
kould have been piiedicted on the basis of the other control variables.

NOTE: % VARIMCE EXPLAINED (eta squared) refers to the proportion of the total variance that
can be eniained by a given control variable. The value in parentheses refers to the
proportion of' variance that can be vaguely explained by the given control variable
(i.e., variance that cannot also be explained by one of the other control variables).
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TOTAls Fling DEMI BM= POiN BY FON CONTRII. ARIAL:WS

.

SprIltU VARIAN:ES

ACAMMIC CALENDAR .
9/10 months
11/12 maths

S.Varianca Explaindd

ACA1:61IC RANK
Instrentor/tiecturer

'1 Assistant 'Professor
Aisociate Professor
Full Pofessor
Varianoe Explained

TEACIIIN3 DISCIPUINE
Wet& &ienoes
Muienities 4.

Fine /efts
Uaw .

Phys,ical &lances
Biological Wiences
Medicine
Edteation
Business
Engineerirg
Nursirg/Health Edmai
Agaculture
VARIANCE EWUAINED

CARNEGIE C00E-SCH00.4, TYPE
Doctorate Grant irg
Comirehensive
;liberal kts
VARIAKE EXPLAINED

DGCTORPL UNIIERSITIES Ott!
Nowoommiamisooqw*Owesioabalomishoommohommoompoopums

MEAN Unal justei Adjusted
Deviation aviation -

$26,890 1,770 - 690
$30,00 + 2,300 890

2.611 ( 0.3%)

$18,330 -10,330 -10,000
$20,640 - 8, 020 - 7,750
$26,000 -2,660 -2,930
$34,50 +5,870 . +5,850

25.0% ..(21.

$2 9,650 + 990 + 1,780
$23,040 - 5,620 - 3,290
$21,380 - 7,280 - 4,030
$38,490 + 9,830 +5,4P0
$28,050 - 610 - 1,20
$28,930 + 27 0 - 1,170
$42,890 +14,230 +13,640
$28,610 - 50 + 14 0

$33,50 + 4,690 5,990
$31,30p, + 2,590 - 4 0

$28,070 - 59 0 + 1,0)0
$27,780 - 880 - 4,840

14.4% (11.0%)

(cnly one cattgory included)

ACR0 U 4-C9NTRIi VARIAELES
GRAM MEAN -

$ Variance Explained Bi All
(bntrol Variables Cbmbined

% Missing CaseS

AUU OCCT/CCNPIJI8 ART. mows
,

MEAN Unadjusted kijusted
aviation aviation'

$25, 010 - 1,1110 - 710
$29,110 +21690 *1,350

2.91 ( 0.6%)

$1 9,610 -
$20,270 -
$25030 -
$32,780 +

5,810
6;150
1,290
6, V)

- 6,30
- 6,040
- 1,130
+ 6,080

22.1% (18.3%)

$26,0 + 5 00 + '1,080
$22,780 .- 3,6110 - 2,760
$21,230 - 5,190 - 3,700
$11 1, 190 +14,770 + 911100
$26,E20 + .400 - 230
$27, go 4. 950 - 1,440
$42,600 +16,180 +13020
$27,750 + 1,330 + 1,940
$27,990 + 1,570 + 4,060
$30,180 + 3,760 + 63 0

$24,070 - 2,50 - 650
$27,280 + 860 4,.300

10.95 ( 7.1%)

$28,660
$25,340
$21,770

+ 2-9240
-1,030
- 4,650

+
+
-

770
20

2,930
4.0% ( 0.74)

$28,660 $26, 420

37. 2% 32. 2%

4.7% 5.7%

NOTE: The UNADJUSTED DEVIATION is the difference between the group mean and the GRAND MEAN.

The ADJUSTED DEVIATIC$1 is the difference between the group mean and the mean that
would have been predicted on the basis of the other control variables.

NNE: % VARIMCE EVUAINED (eta squared) refers to the proportion of the total variance that
can be explained by a given control variable. The value in parentheses refers.,to the
proportion of variance that can be tniquely explained by the given control variable
(i.e., variance that cannot also be-explained by one of the other control variables).
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TALE FIVE
CHMGE IN ECONCMIC STAT(S(1-Worsened..3-Sase..5-Improved) MOEN DCWN BY,FOUR C0NTR7.1 VARIAEUS

DCCTORAL UNIVERSITIES ONUY ALU DCCT/CCMMIB ART &MOWS

CC1T101 VARIAELES MEAN- Unaljtzted Adjusted MEAN Unadjusted Adjtated°
Deviation Deviation revIat ion Dav iat ion

XAEEMIC CALENDAR
9/10 months
11/12 months

% Variance Explained

ACACEMIC RANK
Instrwtor/Uecturer
Assistant 14"ofessor
Associate Professor
Full Professor

% Variance Explained

TEACEIIN3 DISCrNINE
Social Sciences
Humanities
Fine Arts .

Uaw
Physical Scienoes,
Biological &iences
Medicine
Ed mat ion
Business
'Engineerirg
Nursing/Health EdLcat
Agriculture

% VARIANCE EXPLAINED

CARNEGIE CCDE-SCHOCL TYPE
Doctorate Ceantirg
Comprehensive
!liberal Arts
VARIACE EVIAINED

3.113 - .08 - .10 3.33 - .08 - .06
3. 61 + . 10 + . 12 3.55 + .114 + .12

0. 6% ( 0.7%) .0.4% ( 0.5%)

3.53 + .02 - .05 3.39 7 .02 - .03
3. 54 + . 03 . 01 3. - .C5 - .105

.3 . 51 - . 00 . 01 3. 40 - . 01 - .01
3.109 - .02 + .01 346 + .05 + .06

0.1% ( 0.0%)

.

0.2% ( 0.2%)

3. 66 + .15 + .19 3. 50 + .03 + .12
3.53 + .02 + .ce 3.41 + .00 + .03
3. 67 + .16 ± .20 3. 61 + .20 + .23
3. 71 + .3) 4- .24 3. 53 + .12 + .04
3. 28 - .23 - .19 3. 15 - .Z - .3
3. 55 + .04 - .03 3. 40 - .01 - .08

\ 3.63 + .17 + .04 3. 67 + .Z + .03
3.73 + .22 + .21 3. 33 - .03 + .00
3. 39 - .12 - .06 3. 24 - .17 - .C17

3.16 - . - .33 3. 17 - .24 - .32
3.62 + .11 + .07 3. 63 + .22 + .24
3.X) - .15 - . 2T 3. 36 . 05 _ .26

2. 6% ( 2 . 6%) 2.0% ( 2.1%)

(only one category included)
3. 51 + . 10 + .10
3. 32 - . C9 - .10
3. 33 03 - .06

0. 6% ( 0. 6%)

ACROSS ALU 14 CC:NTH% VARIAELES
GRAND MEAN 3.51 3.141

% Variance Explained Bi All
Cbntrol Variables Oambined 3. 3% 3.40%

% Missing Cases 4.6% 5 . 30%

NOTE: The UNADJUSTED DEVIATICN is the difference betreen the g. Dup mean and the GRAND MEAN.

The ADJUSTED DEVIATICN is the difference between the group mean and the mean that
would have been predicted on the basis of the other control variables.

?WE: % VARIANCE EVUAINED (eta squared) refers to the proportion of the total variance that
can be explained by a given control variable. The value in parentheses refers to the
proportion of variance that can be uliquely explained by the given control variable
(i.e., variance that cannot also be explained by one of the other control variables).

.



FACIIITY SALARIES a
_

.r. TAW SIX 't . .

PERCENT= INDICATIM THAT MIER TEACHING WAS FIRST OR SECONDAUARCEST 33URCE OF
SUPPUEHENTAL I1CC4E BROM DOfil BY FCUR CONTIELI YARIARISS

:ip:t1TR31 VARIABLES
-11101MININONINIMONISMINSINIDONNia

. =MCC. CAIENDAR

DONORAL UNI.VERSITIES'
1 mmimmemmelloOdommmesmemmmummimmemommwellairmamili

.HEAN Unieljtatel Mjusted
Dev iat ion Dev iation

9/10 months
11/12 months f.

43% + 16%
6%, - 21%

S Variance. Explained 17.6% (

.ACAERMId RANK
Instrtetor/liecturer 20% - 7%
Assistant Professor 37% + 10%
Associate Profess9r 34% + 7%
rull Professor 20% - 7%

,% Variance Explained 2.9% (

TEACHIN3 DISCIPUINE
Social Sziences 32% + 5%
thananities 15% + 18%
Fine kts
flaw

117% + 20%
% . 1 %

Physical &iences 3% + 8%
Biological Szienoes 15% - 12%

Medicine 1% - 26%

Edupation' 43% + 16%
Business- + 11%
Engineerirg 10% - 17%
Nursirg/lItalth Eduzat 16%1 - 11%

Agriculture 3% 24%
VARIANZE EXPLAINED 12.3% . (

CARNEGIE cax-SMkt TYPE

Doctorate Ckantirg
Ccapiehensive

kts
VARIMCE EXPLAINED

* 111%
- 19%

9.9%)

- 1%
+ 8%

+ 16%
- 5%
+
- 2%

, - 7%
+ 17%
+. 1%
- 20%
- 4%
- 6%-

4.5%)

(only vprie category incluied):

ACROSS KU II Cann: VARIAELES
CRAW MEAN
% Variance Explained EV All

Control Variables Ccabined
% Missing CMOs

27.0%

23.5%
8.0%

,A111 DCCT/OCHP4IB ART SCHDCUS

HEM Unaijintel lijtsted ..

My iation Deviation

51% * 12% + 10%
16% - 23% - 20%

10.9% ( 7.3%)

36% - 3% 8%
.49% -+ 10% '+ 4%
43% + 4% + 14%
31% - 8% - 3%

2 6% ( 0. 7%)

41% + 2% - 1%
47% + 811 , + 6% t
53% + 14% + 13%
32% - 7% - 8%

38% - 1%

29% - 10% - 3%
1% - 38% - 12%

51% + 12% + 10%
57% + 18% . + 7%
15,% - 24% - 22%
34% - 5% 4%

4% - 35% - 12%
7.8% ( 2 9%)

2.8% - 11%

53% + 14%
34% - 5%

6.3% ( 2.4%)

39.0%

19.2%
8.8%

NOTE: The LWADJUSTED DEVIATICC is the differenoe between the group mean and the MAND MEAN.

The ADJUSTED DEVIATICN is the difference between the group mean aml the mean that
tould have been predicte:1 on the basis of the other control variables.

NOTE: % VARIANZE EWUAINED (eta squared) refers to the proportion of the total variance that
can be explained by a given control variable. The'value in parentheses refers to the
proportion of variance that can be uniquely explained-by the given control variable
(i.e., variance that camot also be explained by one of the other control variables).

3ij
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FACILITY SALARIES 27

TAME SEVEN
PERCENTAGE INDICATIK3 THAT TEACHING EUSEWHERE WM FIRST OR SECOID UARGEST SOURCE OF

SIPPUEMENTAL INCCME BROM DOM BY FOUR CONTR11 VARIAELES

DCCTORAii UNIVERSITIES ONUY ALL1 DOZT/CCMPAIIB ART SCHOCUS
a

COITIEU VARIAILES MEAN Unadjusted Adjtated
Dev iat ion Dev iat ion

MEAN Unadjusted Adjusted
1v iat ion rev iation

12% + 0% - 0%
11% - 1% 4. 0%

0.1% C 0.0%)

AIMMAIIMMM4111140MOMMWIN

NALEMIC CAIJENDAR

9/10 months 10% - 0% - 2%

11/12 -mtoths 10% + 0% + 2%
% Variance Explained 0. 0% ( 0.14%)

ACACEMIC RANK
Instrwtortlecturer 12% + 2% + 1% 12% - 0% - 2%

Assistant Professor 15% + 5% . + 14% 17% + 5% + 4%

Associate Pofesso"r 12% + 2% + 1% 114% . + '2% + 2%

Full Professor 7% - 3% - 2% 8% - 4% - 3%.

% Variance 4Explained 1.2% ( 0.7%) 1.14% ( 0. 9% )

tEACHING DISCIPUINE
Social iences 9% - 1% - 1% 11% - 1% - 1%

Hunanities 14% + 4% + 5% 13% + 1% + 0%

Fine Arts 16% + 6% + 6% 10% - 2% - 2%

Uaw 6% -. 4% - 1% 4% - 8% - 5%.

Physical iences 6% - 14% - 3% 8% - .11%- - 3%

Biological Soiences 5% - 5% - 6% 6% - 6% - 4%

Medicine 3% - 7% .- 10% 2% - 10% - 9%

EdLeation 20% 4. 10% + 9% 22% + 10% + 9%

Business + 12% + 13% 21% + 9% + 7%

Engineering 8% - 2% - 1% 6% - 6% - 4%

Nursing/ibalth Edtrat 11% + 1% - 0% 14% + 2% + 1% /
Agriculture 5% - 5% - 6% 5% - 7% - 4%

$ VARIANCE EVLAINED 3. 2% ( 2 . 9% ) 2. 6% ( 1.7%)

CARNEGIE ccDE-scHow TYPE (crily one category included)
Doctorate Granting 10% - 2% - 1%

Canrehensive 15% + 3% + 1%

[liberal Prts 11% - 1% - 1%

% VARIANCE EVUAINED 0.6% ( 0.1%)

ACROSS ALU 14 CONTI:0.1 VARIAELES
GRAN) MEAN r.0% 12. 0%

$ Variance Explained Bi All
Control Variables Combined 4.1% 3.5%
Missirg Cases 3.0% 8. 81

NOTE: The UNADJUSTED DEVIATICN is the difference betre.en the group mean and the GRAND MEAN.
The ADJUSTED DEVIATION is the difference between the group mean and the mean that
would have been predicted on the basis of the other control variables.

tOTE: % VARIANCE EXPUAINED (eta squared) refers to the proportion of the total variance that
can be explained by a given control variable. 'Me value in parentheses refers to the
proportion of' variance that can be uniquely explained by the given control variable
(i.e., variance that cannot also be explained by one of the other control variables).
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. , TASS EIGHT .

i*---'`-PERTACItCEN INDICATING NAT CORMAITIO).. WS FEW G11 ilECOO MOM MUR,CE Of
SUPPUEMENTAU It1:04E BROIODi DOiN BY 'OUR cam VARIAELES

/

OCCTORAL UNIVERSITIES ONUY

FACILTY SALARIES '28
. .

VARIAILE3

proticetuc CALENDAR
9/10 =the-
11/12 **the

% Variance Explained

ACAMIC RANK
Instructor/Uecturer
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Full Pofessor ,

S Variance Explained

=CHUG DISCIPLINE
Social Sziences

e Humanities
Fine 'irts

Ulm
Physical Sziences
Biological iences
Medicine
eduntion
Business
Engineerirg
Nursing/lbalth Edwat
Agriculture
VARIAICE EVUAINED

CARNEGIE am-salmi TYPE

Doctorate Geantinz
Ccesirehensive
Uiberal kts

.% VARIACE ErPLIAINED

ammummoraworammem.44mormemminmememmum*......

MAN UnaljusW idjkated
Deviation Deviation

- 5% - 11%)

114% + 7% +. 6%
1.4% (.M%)

11% - 26% - 18%
24% 13% - 7%
33% - 4% - 4%
47% + 10$ + 7%

5.3% ( 2.0%)

39%
11%

+ 2%
26%

+ 4%
- 22%

5% - 22%
+ 15% + 13%

31% 6% - 6%

03% - 9% - 13%

36% 1% - 6%

24% + 13% + 13%
67% + 30% + 34%
71% + 34% + 32%
32% - 5% - 5%

54% + 17% + 8%

14.4% (11.1%)

(ally one category included)

A

A1U.DO:T/C011P1IB ART Sams
,MMMMMMM

NEAR Unaljustal Idjustal
illev 1st ion Dev lotion

24% - 5%' 38% + 9%
2.0% (

10% - 191
21% - 8%

27% - 2%
39% +.10%

ACROSS AIL 4 CONTRII VARIAELES
GRAND MEAN
$ Variance Explained Bj All

Control Variables Combined
$ Missing CIASes

37 . 0%

17.3%
8.0%

an

- 3%
+ 6%

0.9%)

- 14%
- 6%
- 1%
t 75

;1!

4.4% (

34% + 5%
10% - 191
10% - 191
54% + 25%
25% - 4%
25% '- 4%

35% + 7%
41% + 12%

2.1%)

.+ 6%
- 17%

16%
+ 18%
"- 4%
- 9%

- 5%
+ 13% ,

37% + 8%
Oft + 14%

68% + 39% 34%

'20% 9% - 7%,
52% + 23% + 10%.

12.3% ( 9.1%)

37% + 8% + 11%

24% - 5% - 3% .

16% - 13% - 5%

2.91 ( 0.7%)

29.0%

16.3%
8.8%

NOTE: The !ADJUSTED DEVIATION is the difference between the group mean and the GRAND MEAN.

The ADJUSTED DEVIATICX is the differenoe between the group mean and the mean that
kould hitie been predicted on the basis of the other control variables.

NOTE: % VARIAICE EXPUAINED (eta squared) refers to the proportion of the total varianoe that
can be explained by a given control variable. The valte in parentheses refers to the
proportich of variance that can be iniquely explained by the given control variable
(i.e., variance that cannot also be explained by one of' the other control variables).



FACUI.ITY SALARIES 29

TAME NINE
PEEWEE INDICATIN3 THAT PRIVATE PRACTICE WAS FIRST -OR SECCND LARGEST SMILE OF

SIPPLEMENTAL INCCME BROKEN DCWN,BY FOUR CONTRII VARIAELES

DCCTORAL upaveRsnirs ONLY ALL CoCCTICOMPAIIB ARTSCHOOLS

VICTIM VARIABLES MEAN
.040Mimm.M4Nommmommewm

ACALIDI IC CALENDAR
9/10. oaths
11/12 months

$ Variance Explained

Unadjusted Adjusted MEAN Unadjusted Adjusted
aviation aviation

6% - 1% - 0%
8% + 1% + 0%

0. 1% ( 0. 0%)

Dev iat ion My iat ion

5% - 2% - 1%

+ 2% + 1%

0.5% ( 0 1%)

ACACEMIC RANK
Instrtictor/Uecturer
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor

." Full Professor .

.% Variance Explained

13%
3%

7%
6%

TEACHIN3 DISCIPLINE
Social Sciences
Humanities
Fine kts
!law
Physical Sciences,
Biological Sciences
Medicine
Ed mat ion
Business
Engineerirg
Nursirg/Walth Edtrat
Agriculture

$ VARIMCE EXPLAINED

CARNEGIE CCDE-scHom TYPE
Doctorate Orantirg
Comirehensive
Liberal kts

% VARIANCE EVLAINED

+ 6% + 3%
+ 1% + 1%

. - 0% - 0%
- 1% - 0%

O. 4% ( O. 1%)

5% - 2% . - 2%
5% - 2% - 1%

+ 13%
gt% + 20% + 21%

1% - 6% - 6%

1% - 6% - 7%

34% + 27% + 26%
2% - 5% - 5%

6% - 1% - 0%
6% - 1% - 0%

9% + 2% + 1.%

2% - 5% - 6%

10. 2% ( 9. 7%)

(ally one category included)

a

16% + 9%

7% - 0%
6% - 1%

6% - 1%
1. 0% ( 0.7%)

+ 7%
- 1%

- 1%

- 0%

.8% + 1% . + 1%

3% - 4% - 4%

17% + 10% + 9%

25% + 18% + 19%
2% - 5% - 5%
1% - 6% - 5%

314% + 27% + 28%
2% - 5% - 5%

13% + 6% + 5%
7% - 0% + 1%

11% + 4% + 3%
5% - 2% - 1%

5.3% ( 5.9%)

7% - 0% - 1%

8% + 1% + 1%

4% - 3% - 2%

0.3% ( O. 2%)

ACROSS Atli 4 CCNTRIL VARIABLES
GRAND MEAN 7. 0% 7. 0%

% Variance Explained By All
Control Variables C:mbined 10. 6% 7. 3%

% Missirg Cases 3. 0% 8. 8%

NOTE: The UNADJUSTED DEVIATICN is the difference betteen the group mean and the CAAND MEAN.
The ADJUSTED DEVIATICti is the difference between the group mean and the mean that
would have been predicted on the basis of the other control variables.

NOTE: % VARIMCE EkILLAINED (eta squared) refers to the proportion of the total variance that
can be explained by a given control variable. The valLe in parentheses refers to the
proportion of variance that can be uniquely explained by the given control variable
(i.e., va-iance that cannot also be explained by one of the other control variables).
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TAU TEN
RCENTIM -INDICATIOWTHIT. 11010.111111T..98 Se.010.1**ST 'Mid OF

SIPP0MitiTAL MOO IROM =MST FCUR Cann %BEAUS

:

FACULTY SALAitIES ajo

*INTEL VARIAIUE3

701;194X OMAR
gno' months
11/12 months

% Viviano Explained

ACAT.ENIC RANK
InstrittorAiecturer
Assistant Itiofessor
Aesociate Professor
Full fisofessor

% Variance Explained

,TACHIN3 DLSCIPLINE
Social 331enoes
limanities

Pine Arts
Uow
Physical Scienoes
BiologiCal 3ienoes
Medic ine
Edulation
Business

.Engineerirg
Nursirg/Health Edwat
Agriculture

% VARIANCE EYPUAINED

CARNEGIE ,CCDE-SCHXU TYPE
Doctorate Crantirg
Comprehensive
Uiberal lets ,

VARIMCE EVALAINED

0

=ORM UNIVERSITIES 0111T
commimmlommimmemMillemow49*04641,074m144944W14

MEAN Unadjusted Adjusted
. Dviation v 1st ian

<
AU DCCTICCNPAlIB ART Sams
impwmaimill4141m mmmmm stommomMalsmall

NEW.: :Unadjusted Adjwited"
v*tion Deviitial. ,

0 .:',74.

1 '17%

12%
. O.

* 2%
- 3%

( 0. 1%)

4. 1%
II% - 1%

0. 0% ( 0.0%)

.5% - .9% - 10% 6% - 6%
4 .4% - 1 1% - 14% 4% - 8%

101 - 5% - 5% 10$ - 2%
2 3% + 8% + 9% 20% + 8%

5. 3% ( 6. 3%) , 11.8%
,

( 11.3%)

22% ' + 7% + 8% 16% + 11%

20% + 5% + 8% 1.7% + .5%

15% - 0% . + 4% 10% - 2%
+ 10% + 3% 24% + 12%

19% + 11% + 2% 15% + 3%

15% + 0% 1'2% + 0%

5% - 10% - 9% 5% 7%

15%z - 0% + 0% 7%, 5%

12% - 3% .-' 3% 6% 6%

9% - 6% - 10% 8% 4%

6% - 9% - 5% 7% - 5%

9% - 6% - 10% 9% - 3%

2. 6% ( 2. 9%)

(only one cat'egory included)

ACROSS ALL II CONTRII VARIAELES
CalAM) MEAN

Varianoe Explained Bi All
Cbntrol Variables Canbthed

% Missing Cases

MP MD MD

15.0%

3. 91
3.0%

O. 1% ( 1.9%)

15% 3%
8% - 4%

1 3% + 1%
1. 0% ( O. 5%)

12.0%

7.2%
8.8%

+- 5%
+ 6%
+ 0%
+ 3%
+ 2%
- 3%
- 1 1$
- 2%
- 2%
- 9%.
- 2%
- 10%

a.

+ 3%
- 3%
- 1%

NOTE: The IMADJUSTED DEVIATION is the difference between the group mean and the GRAND MEAN.
The ADJUSTED DEVIATICN is the differenoe between the'group mean and the mean that
would heie been predicted on the basis of the other control variables.

NOTE: % VARIANZ EXPUAINED (eta squared) refers to the proportion 'of the total variance that
can be explained by a given control variable. The value in parentheses refers to the
proprtion of variance that can be tniquely explained by the given control variable
(i.e., variance that cannot also be explained by one of the other control variables).

- .!;-'t
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FACIJLTY SALARIES 31

TAME ELEVEN
PERCENTACE INDICATIM THAT SPEECWUECTURE FEES WERE FIRST OR SECCMD`UARGEST SOURCE OF'

SIPPUEMENTAL INCOIE BROKEN DOiN BY FCUR CONTRX VARIAELES

CO4TR31 VARIABLES
osammoNwilmsamelOPMawswievis

ICAlEMIC CALENDAR
9/10 months
11/12 moths
Variance Explained

Ac Aresix RANK
Instrtctor/Uecturer
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Full Professor
Variance Explained

TEACHIM DISCMINE
Social ienced
Hurnanities
Fine kits
flaw
Physical iences
Biological Sciences
Medicine
Edwation
Business
Engineerirg
Nursirg/Health Edwat
Agriculture
VARIANCE EXPLAINED

CARNEGIE CCDE-SCHOCL TYPE
Doctorate Cranting
Compsehensive
!liberal Arts
VARIANCE EXPLAINED

DCC1DRAL UNIVERSITIES OM

MEAN Unadjusted Adjusted

DOZT/CCMPAIIB ART scHocus

MEAN Unaijusted Adjusted
Dev lotion rev iation Mv let ion rev iation

10% - 5% - 4%

22% + 7% + 6%

2. 9% ( 1. 3%)

5% - 10%
10% 5% - 6%

16% "4: 1% + 0%
1, 8% + 3% + 4%

1. 0% ( 1. 7%)

14% - 1% + 1%

12% - 3% ' + 1%

205 + 5% + 10%
8% - 7% - 7%

9% - 6% - 5%

19% + 4% + 0%

33% + 1 8% + 13%
17% + 2% + 2%

11% - 4% - 1%

4% - 1 1% - 12%

24% + 9% + 9%

14% - 1% - 8%

3. 6% ( 3 . 3%)

(cnly one category inclvied)

ACROSS ALL 4 CCNTRY1 VARIA.ELES
GRAND MEAN

Variance Explained Ey All
Oontrol Variables Combthed

% Missing Cases

15.0%

6.7%
3.0%

10% - 3% - 2%
1 9% + 6% + 5%

1.7% ( 0.91)

4% - 9%

7% - 6%

15% + 2%
1 8% + 5%

2. 6% ( 2 . 3%)

14% + 1% + 2%
15% + 2% + 3%
17% + 4% + 6%

7%. -. 6% - 10%

9% - 4% _ 5%

1 6% + 3% _ 1%

34% + 2 1% + 14%
1 1% - 2% - 1%

10% - 3% + 1%

5% - 8% - 11%

13% + 0% + 2%
14% + 1% .. 8%

2.0% ( 1.9%)

1 6% + 3%

9% - 4%
16% + 3%

0.8% ( 0.3%)

13. 0%

6.0%
8. 8%

NOTE: The UNADJUSTED DEVIATICN is the difference between the group mean and the GRAND MEAN.

The ADJUSTED DEVIATION is the difference between the group mean and the mean that
wauld have been iredicted on the basis of the other control variables.

-NOTE: % VARIANCE EVIIAINED (eta squared) refers to the iroportion of the total variance that
can be explained by a given control variable. The value in parentheses refers to the
iroportion of variance that can be miquely explained by the given ci6ntrol variable
(i.e., variance that cannot also be explained by one of the other control varigbles).

3)
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TABLE INEWE
INDECITIKO THAT NEIRMCM WWI WAR Mar OR Ewe WIRCEST VINCE OF

SUPPUEMENTAL IN:041 BROM KWH BY FOUR CCNTELL VARIAN:ES

;4"
'

. . r.

FACILTY.SNARIES 12

z4nibmwea
IkMiC C/JENDAR

r/C121.xnthris
% Variance Explained

ACM:6141C RANK
InstrimtorAlecturer
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Full Professor

% Variance Explained

DO:1ORM. UNIVERSITIES. 011.IT
moommummommeimmaimmommummMempommmemm

MEAN Unadjusted Aljusted
Deviation. Deviation

29% + 11% + 11%
3% - 15% - 15%

11.6% ( 8.1%)

5%- - 13% - 7%

18% + 0% + 0%
18% 0% + 0%
17% + 1%. + 0%

0.6% ( 0.2%)

MIMMMIOMMeMMIOMOMME M

Ath DO:T/004P/IIB .ART Sat:ICUS

MEAN Unetjustei Adjtated
Deviation aviation

19% + 5% + 4%

5% - 9% - 8%

3. 2% ( .2. 5%)

6% - 8% 2%

13% 1% + .0%

15% + 1% + 0%

16% 4. 2% 0%.

- 0. 6% ( O. 0%)

TEACHI143 DISCIPUINE
Social Wiences 31% + 13% + 8% 22% 4. 8% 6%

Humadties 11%. - 7% - 14% 9% . 5% - 6%

1.*Fine kts 6% - 12% 14% 4% - 11%

!law 21% + 3% - 4% 16% i . 2%

Physical Soiences + 18% + 13% 11240 ii%28% + 12%

Biological &iences 18% - 0% + T% 26% + 12% + 12%

Medicine - 14% + 0% 4% ... 10%

Edtcation 5% - 13% - 12% 4% - 10%

-Business 14% - 4% 11% 9% .- 5%

Eng ineeri rg 40% .4, 22% + 19% 34% + 20% +4.-- 147661

Nursirg/Health Eduoat - 15% - 9% 3% - 11% _ 9%

Agriculture - 16% - 3% 2,% - 12% - 9%

% VARIANCE EMAINED 13.0% ( 8.9%) 9 . 6% ( 6. 5%)

CARNEGIE CCDE-SCHOCI4 TYPE (only one category inclu:1ed),
Doctorate Ceantirs 18% + 4% + 14%

Commehensive 8% - 6% - 6%

Uiberal kts 20% + 6% + 4%

% VARIANCE EMAINED
2. 6% ( 1. T%)

ACROSS A111 4 CCNT117.1 VARIABLES
CRAM MEAN 18. n% 14. 0%

% Variance Explained Bi All
Cbntrol Variables Combined 21.1% 13.5%

% Missing CMOs 8.9% 8. 6%

NOTE: The %ADJUSTED DEVIATION is the difference betvieen the grour mean an:1 the CRAM MEAN.
The ANMSTED DEVIATICN is the differenoe between the group mean and the mean that
iculd have been mediated on the basis of the other control variables.

NOTE: % VARIANCE EVIIAINED (eta squared) refers to the proportion of the total variance that
can be explained by a given control variable. The valle in parentheses refers to the
procortion of variance that can be uniquely explained by the given control variable
(i.e., variance that cannot also be,explained by one of the other control variables).

.



FACULTY SALARIES 33

TAME THIRTEEN
FSRCENTAGE INDICATING THAT AN "OMER SOURCE" (not Otle of listed soirces) itAS FIRST OR

SECOND LARGEST SJURCE OF' S(PREMENTAL INCCME BROIEN DUN BY Fam Cann: VARIAEL:Es

Wi DOZT/C01Pi.IIB ART SCHWA

CCNTAC1,1 VARIABLES
ODMMIDIM .....
EMEMIC CALENDAR

9/10 months
11/12 months
Varianoe Explained

DCCTORAL UNIVERSITIES ORA

MEAN Unadjusted Adjusted
Deviation reviation

16% - 4% - 2%
3% + 5% + 3%

1.2% ( 0.3%)

ACATEMIC RANK
InstrixtorAlecturer 37% + 17% + 16%
Assistant Pofessor 17% - 3% - 2%
Associate Rsofessor 181 - 2% - 1%

Full Professor 21% + 1% - 0%

%.Varianoe Explained 1. 0% ( 0. 8%)

TEACHING DISCIPLINE
SoCial Sciencqs 13% - 7% - 6%

Humanities . 19/ - 1% + 1%

Fine kts 33 + 10% + 9%

Law 8% - 12% - 11%
Physical Sciences 18% - 2% - 1%

Biological &fences 27% + 7% + 6%
Medicine 22% + 2% - 1%

Edwation 14% - 6% - 6%

Business 5% - 15% - 14%
Engineerirg 15% - 5% - 4%

Nursirg/lbalth Educat 21% + 1% - 1%

Agriculture 40% + 20% + 18%
% VARIANGE EXPLAINED 4.0% ( 2.3)

CARNEGIE CCDE-SCHOO; TYPE
Doctorate Cranting
Com preh ensiv e
iberal kts

VARIMCE EWUAINED

(only one category included)

MEAN -Unadjtated Adjusted
Deviation reviation

18% . - 2% - 1%.

24% , + 4% + 2%

31%
2 1%

' 1 8%

19/

0.4% ( 0.2%)

+ 11%
+ 1%

- 2%
- 1%

0. 8% ( 0. 6%)

12% - 8%

20%
%35% ++ 105 %

11% - 9%

17% - 3%
21% + 1%

21% + 1%

18% - ,2%
17% - 3%
1 8% - 2%

22% + 2%
43% + 23%

2.91 ( 2.5%)

+ 10%

+ 2% -

- 2% sa.

- 2%

20% , - 0% - 1%

1 91 - 1% + 0%
24% + 4% + 5%

0.1% ( 0.2%)

ACROSS ALL it CONTRIi VARIABLES
GRA?D MEAN
% Variance Explained Bj All

Cbntrol Variables Combined
% Missing Cases

M. 0%

5.1%
3.0%

- 20 . 0%

3. 8%
8. 8/

NOTE: The UNADJUSTED DEVIATICN is the difference between the group mean and the GRAND MEAN.
The AD.JUSTED DEVIATION is the difference between the group mean and the mean that
would have been predicted on the basis of the other control variables.

NOTE: % VARIANCE EXPLAINED (eta squared) refers to the proportion of the total varianc.: that
can be explained by a given control variable. The value in parentheses refers to the
proportion of variance that can be miquely explained by the given control variable
(i.e., variance that cannot also be explained by one of the other control variables).
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TAU fAbantTEEN

` PERMS= N0,33URCE Of SIPPURMENT IN:04i BROKEN

!;ttitticu: VIRUSES
,,.

.4.ASEMIC CAMNDAR
9/10 months
11/12 months

,S Variance Explained

(=MR& UNIVEPITIES Miff
5111iMMODMOMOOMMOMMMOMONGSMIMMMmmimpolmmale

MEAN Unadjusted Adjusts:I
Deviation Deviation

7% - 4% - 5%
TT% + 6%. + 6%

2.9% (2.4%)

:APACEMIC RANK
Ifttructor/Uecturer 24% + 13% + 14%.
Assists* Wofessor/ 18% '.+ 7% + 7%

. AssociateoProfessor 13% . + 2% + 2%-
full Professor 5% 5% - 5%

$ Variance Explained 3.0 ( 3. 4%)

TEACHIM DISCIPUINE
Social &iences 6% . 51 - 4%

Humanities 15% 4% 5% -
Fine kts 6% - 5% 7%

Uaw 0% - 11% - 3%

Physical Wiences.
Biological Wienoes

10%

18%

1%

+ 7%

+ 2%
+ 5% '

Medicine 11% 0% - 6%

Edwation .7% - 4i - 5%

Business 6% - 5% -

Engineeritg 4% - 7%

.2%
- 3%

Nursirgnitalth Edwat 19% + 8% + 4%
Agriculture 17% + 6% + 4%

$ VARIANZE EXPUAINED ( 2.1%)

CARNEGIE CCDE-scHocu TYPE
Doctorate rrantirg
Comrehensive
Uiberal Arts
VARIMCE EYPLIAINED

(ally one category incluJed)

ACROSS Atli 4 COMM VARIAELES
MANI) MEM'
% Variance Explained Bi All

Cbntrol Variables 0:mbined
$ Missing Cases

11.0%

8. 6%
8. 0%

FACULTY SALARIES 34

DOIN BY MIR =TRW VARIABLES

AIL DCCTICO4PAIIB, A'RT SCMOIS.............................
.FEAN thiadjuatel 14,jubtid

Deviation Deviation

- 2% - 3%
16%. 4. 5% 5% ,

1.2%, ( 1.3%)

18% 7% + 7%
13% 44.4, 2%

: t

13% 4% 2% + 1%

7% - 4% 4%

1.0% (

7% 4% 3%
16%. 5% 4 5%

8% 3% 4%

0% a 11% 6%
13% 2% 4%

14% 3% 3%
.11% a 0% 4$

7% 4% 5%

7% 7%

e 4$4.. 7% 5%

17% + 6% 4%

16% + 5% 3%

2.3% ( 2. 0%)

11% - 0% - 0%

11% - 0% - 0%

14% + 3% + 2%

. 0.2% ( 0.1%)

NOTE: The LHADJUSTED DEVIATION is the difference between thegroup mean and the (BAND MEAN.

The ADJUSTED DEVIATION is the difference between the group mean and t.he mean that
would have been predicted on the basis of the other control variables.

POTE: % VARIOCE EXPUAINED (eta squared) refers to the proportion of the total variance that
can be explained by a given control variable. The Yalta in parentheses refers to the
proportion of variance that can be tniquely explained by the given control variable
(i.e., variance that cannot also be explained by one of the other control variables).

3 8
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' TAME FIFTEEN
PERCENTACE INQICATIPC THAT 11111 HAD SERRD AS A MID coNtuvrin (thether or tibt it sou
1st or 2nd.targest sotroe .of aupplImental image) 13101EN DOM BY FOUR Cann VARIALES

FACLLTY SALARiES 35

,
,401127.1 VARIALES

--,ICAEENIC CALENDAR
9/10 months
11/12 months

Variance ,Explained

ACADEMIC RAMC
Instrtntorfliecturer.
Assistant Reofessor.
Associate' Professor
Full Profesqor

% Variance Espial.

1

TEACHIN3 DISCIPUINE
SociarEpienoes
Humanities'
Fine kts
Uaw,
Physical Wen s
Biological 8iefloes
Medicine
Ed ination
&airless
Eng ineeri re

-Nursirg/Health jEd,cat
Agriculture
VARIANpE ETPUA NED

CARNEGIE CCDE-SCIOCU TYPE
Doctorate ci'antirs
Comprehensive
Laberal kts

$ VARIAtCE EVUAINED

=TOR& UNIRRSITTES CHOY

MEAN Unfljustal kijuste:1
Deviation aviation

53% - - 01%
575 02% + 02%

0.2% ( 0.1%)

29% -26% -24%
41% - 14% - 12%

53% - 02% - 02%
55% + 10% + 09%

( 3.5%)

62% + 07% + 09%
34% - 21% - 18%
43.% 4.07% -'00%
66% + 11% + 05%
47% - OS% - 09%
41% - 14% - 16%
54% - '01% - 02%
77% + 22% + 22%
73% + 18% + 20%
78% +.23% + 19%

_ 54% - 01% + 02%
. 57% + 02%

8.4% ( 6.9%)

(cnly one category included)

ACROSS ALL 4 CC4TRI1 IARIABLES
,GRAM MEAN
$ Varianoe Explained Ey All

Control Variables Combined
$ Missing C8303

Mit

AUU DCCT/AMPAIIB ART S.tHools

MEAN Unaijuste:11 kljtated
aviation Ceviation

47% : - 02%
54% + 05%

0.5% ( 0.1%)

- 19%

- 01%
+ 02%

.- 16%
41% - OS% - OS% .

49% ' + 00% + 01%
58% + 09% 4 OS%

3.2% ( 2.3%)

56% + 07% + 08%
29% - 23% - 18%
40% - .09% - 06%

+ 21% + 12%
42% - 07% - 09%
44% - 05% - 09%

+ 05% - 03%
68% + 19% + 21%;
57% + OS% + 14%
76% + 292 + 22%
41% - 08% - 04%
57% + OS% - 93%

8.4% ( 7.1%)

56% + 07% + 05%
46% - 03% -"04%
351% - 14% h- 07%

2.0% ( 0.8%)

55% 49%

11.9% 11.9%
4.3% 5.5%

NOTE: The LNADJUSTED DEVIATION is the difference betreen the group mean and the CRAND MEAN.

The ADJUSTED DEVIATICN is the difference between the group mean and the mean that
%Could have been predicted on the basis of the other control variables.

MU: % VARIANCE EXPUAINED (eta squared) refers to the proportion of the total- variance that
can be explained by a given control variable. The value in parentheses refers to the
proportion of variance that can be uniquely explained by the given oontrol variable
(i.e., variance that cannot also be explained by one of the other control variables) .

3 9
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FACILITY RN:ARIES 36

5,2 Table SIXTEEN
Correlations Betteen Income Related Variables (Original Raw Scores and kijustei Deviation Saores-An parentheses) a)d

INSTITUTIMAI. CHARkiTRISTICS

DCCT3RAII 3RANTINI INSTITUTICNS ONUY DCCIORAII/COIFSEHENSIWPIIBERA4 ARTS CO4BINED

Sas ic
MEAN Inst

Inane

lige indicating Sipp Inane was:
alpp
Inane Extra 0:in- Royal lbsch NONE

Teach suit ties Ralry

BasIo
MEAN Inst

Inane

Rage indicatits 9.app Inale was:
amp
Inane Extra Cor)- Royal Resch

Teach sult ties Selry

,School Average S. A.. T. lest scores 6.43 +15 +13 -16 +02 +09 +13 40 1 5.65 +23 +12 -20 407 +15 +16 402

(1 --Uess lhan 300...9- -Over 1300) (+15) (+11) (-16) (+02) (+09) (+11) (402) (+16) (+10) (-16) (+05) (+12) (+14) (+01)

Revenue ftr Student ( . 18 +18 +15 -15 +03 +11 +19 -03 6.00 +34 +19 -25 +14 +17 +19 400

(1Uess Than )25....9Over $1000) (+15) (+11) (-14) (+02) (+09) (+16) (-02) (+26) (+16) (-17) (+09) (+14) (+17) (4.C1)

Research Millers Per Mudent S. 62 +20 +15 -22 407 +11 +17 -03 4. 43 +35 420 -26 +17 +14 +17 +00

(1Under $25....9--0ver $1500) (+13) (+13) (-17) (+02) (+09) (+17) (-01) (+22) (+15) (-14) (409) (+11) (+16) (-01)

Sch3ol Size 7. 36 409 -03 -05 402 402 -07 +03 6.24 +34 +15 -OS +16 409 +01 -03

(1Under 500....9Over 30,000) (+OR) (-04) (-34) (+00) (+0 1) (-04) (+04) (+25) (408) (-01) (+08) (407) (+02) (-02)

ControlPublic or Rivate 1.12 401 +17 -06 +02 +07 +13 -03 1.19 -14 +02 -05 -06 400 +10 402

(1Public, 2Private) (+0 3) (+14) (-09) (.02) (+07) (+07) (-02) (-17) (+04) (-09) (-02) (-00) (+07) (+03)

NOTE: Correlation coefficients, presented without decimal points, are based upon sanple sizes of 1851 (Doctoral Chly) Ind
3133 (03mbined Data) cases before heightirg. *tile correlations as low as .05 are statistically significant., correlations
of less than r=.20 we of little practical significance.

NO11: Adjusted Dwiation &ores (ftdjusted Score CPrrelations ar s:. in parentheses) are the difference betheen the raw score and the
raw score that would be predicted on the basis of four Control Variables: Acadenic Calendar, Aeadenic FtInk, Pcadenic
Discipline, and Carnegie School Zipe.

&lc
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Table SEVENTEEN
Correlations Between Moose Dilated Variables (01,411+41.111w &ores and kljtieted Deviation Mores--in parentheses) Ind

DEPAIMENT/IIISMUTICIIAL INVINIENENT

CHAIMIAN/HEAD CF MK LAST
4 -42,0E ZAPS (140, 24E5)

V

4 1

HEAD OF RESEMCH INSTITUTE IN UST
FIVE SEARS 1140, 2-YgS)

3000i WIDE ADIINISTRATOR IN ',AST
rne EMS (1-NO, 240) r-

EUECTED MEMBER OF FACIIITY COVINA=
SCD1 IN UST FIR S (1-110, 2-YES)

001B/R or salocu inze CO/IITTEE IN
UAST FIN INS (140, -2-YES)

REIM IMMINENT IN DEIPT AFFAIRS
(141OT AT A111....4-HEAVIUT)

RECENT INIICUVMDIT IN UNIV AFFAIRS
(1-NOT AT MAI...4-HEAVIUY)

I

DCCIDRATE glANIT1G nismunou OILY te:CTORAD/WIMENINSHEMOMM Ars opougo
mmemiummmoummilmomm114.mmeMmaimmewimmmlommmomoftwomdoftem 41111.10.401DIOMb~REISMMP040414

iege lidloatirg Sapp Inoue was: indinatiestipp Inane MS
Basle &pp Nola Sapp

MEAN Inst Incise liars 0:m. Sopa. Ruch ENE MEAN Inst Inane Ears Cpn- Ropl bosh 10IE
blase 'Mich malt ties &dry Inoue *soh suit ties Mary

00313 PER MEEK ACTUALLY TEACHIN3
(1-lIone..5-9/10 HRS..9-21 HAS OK MOE

6111 Mell! MOM= MODNIDIMMI 4101.11.I.000 WallM
.43,

doommolft .0mmomid mmommmo memilmal mmomme minima

1.24. .34 403 . -01 409 404 -06 .-05 1.24 425 406 -04 *-$06 404 43° 402
(+19)- (401) (405) (403) (-04) (-02) (-03) (.06) (400) (-01) (401) (-03) (-02) (41)

1.1. +17 +13 -05 .10 402 Ai, -CR 1,04 .17 +12 -06 409 403 -09, 405
(403) (409) (-03) (405) (-02) (403) (-04) (.10) (408) (-03) (405) (401) (409) (-03)

1.03 423 401 ,-05 +10 -02 -09 -01 .1.10 423 404 419 407 402 -Or 403
(415) (400) `(401) (404) (-06:i .-00) (-02) '(.14) (402) (-04) (401) (-02) (03) (403)

1.33 +23 410 405 409 405 -03 -06 1.35 419 408 404 406 404 41 406

(411) (404) (407) (405) (-02) (-01) (-03) (.05) (.02) (405) (405) (-01) (-01) (-011)

1.68 +24 403 404 410 406 -03 -10 1.73 .17 .06 406 407 .06 -00 -05
(.08) (-00) (.06) (404) (-02) (-03) (-07) (403) (-01) (.07) (403) (401) (-01) (-03)

3.39 .16 401 +11 405 402 -03 -07 3.45 413 404 406 -406 402 -03 -06
(+13) (-02) (+12) (+02) (-02) (-03) (-04) (404) (401) (407) (404) (-02) (-02) (-06)

2.48 +32 411 405 +14 409 -05 -11 2.53 422 406 402 409 409 431 -06
(416) (404) (409) (403) (-00) (-03) (-07) (+07) (+01) (+05) (+05) (-01) (-05) (-02)

3.53 -31 -03 +25 -15 -10 -07 -03 4. 43 -40 -14 +30 -16 -14 -11 -04
) (-12) (-05) (+11) (-04) (-07) (-11) (-01) (-18) (49) (+17) (-On (-03) (-11) (-02)

NoTE: Owerelstico coefficients, presented without decimal Faints, are based upon sample sizes of l5l (Doctora) Oily) aid
3133 ((babinad Data) Ones befbre emighting. Wale correlations as low as .05 we statistically significant, correlations
of less than rs .3) we of little practical significance.

NO1E: Adjusted Deviation S,ores (Adjusted 3ore 03rrelations are in parentheses) ire the difference between the NM score awl the
raw score that tould be Iredicted on the basis or row Oantrol Variables: Acadenic Calendar, kadenic Rank, A:adagio
Discipline, and Carnegie Wool Type. 0

,



PALUTTiALARTIS

Tible ft301TEN
Correlations Between /noose Related Variab1es,C3rigina1 New bores und Adjusted Deviation bores) and

MODUCIIVITT/STANDIND IN normal

DCOIDNATE MANTIC INSTITUTIONS MIT
cumwmaimmelmmummakomowipowmammalembrIrrommirmoma

5111. indioatirg Sipp Mame ins:
Nis lo sapp

MEAN hist Thou Extra (bn- Royal Nisch NONE
Ince leech suit ties glary

BOORYNNOORANS PUBLISHED/EDITED
(1-S0NE, 2- 1 ON 2, 3. 3 ON 4, 11- 5+)

RESIDUAL ICON PLIBLISH(CONNOND PON
AOR/TNS Emma sme came)

ARTICLES PINLINIED IN ACAMMIC J31111
(1-110N1,2-1 ON 2...5-11 TO 23,6-23+)

RESIDUAL ANTICLES(ABOVE CONNOTID
PON PAWNS SERVICE/Mk EWE. MCBEE)

PUBLICATIONS IN WIST IWO EMS .
(1-00111,2-1 ON 2...4-5 TO 10,5-10.)

Nunn =MAL SUNCRIPTIONS
(1-103NE,2-1 ON 2...5-11 TO 211,6-20.)

MEM AMC? NENNICH SUPPORT IN
UST 12 MOMS (140, 2-TES)

ANT PINAICIAll RESEMCN NPPONT IN
UAST 12 MONVIS (1-00, 2-TES)

DWI PAID CONMAITI13 IN UAST IWO
TEARS (1-M0, 2-YES)

MODMM MADOMINII 0411.1M 011. .11100 4111.11.0.4111 1101.1101

1.91 +31 .32 .04 +03 +35 400 .16
(+11 ) (+22) (.011) (403) (+23) (401) (.08)

0.00 +111. 426 ;01 405 .313 405 -13
(407) (.23) (=04) (404) (+22) (+07) (-OS)

4. )3 45 431 -20 +23 420 +19 .17
(+18) (+13) (.06) (.03) (+13) (+13) (.09)

0.00 43 426 ...le +23 +16 420 .15
(.13) (+12) (.07) (.12) ,(408 ) (+15) (.09)

2.57 427 424 .15 +16 +15 424 .15
(409) (+15) (.08) (409) (.11) (.21) (.11)

3.18 +25 +15 .05 .14 +09 +05 -11
(409) (405) (-01) (403) (405)*(404) (-06)

1. 39 428 +18 -26 .23 402 .31 -06
(+09) (+12) (-.13) (.12) (403) (.30) (-04)

1.67 421 +12 -15 .17 +04 .28 -06
(.06) (46) (-06) (403) (401) (.26) (.03)

1.55 423 429 -06 456 +02 +11 -32
(+11) (+20) (-01) (ow) (-01) (oo) (..27)

SIIIF-SUOCESS PELATIVE TO ACACEMIC (F 3. 423
SIMIAN Acztaauni-V UNSLC..4-11 SIX) (+14)

423 .-Ce .12 +13 +04 -11
(+20) (-05) (+10) (49) (+08) (-09)

OCCIONAL/001PNEHISSIMIIIVIAL ANT3-CONINED
amommem,......m....m........wamommemm:omm.mommwoommmearmalwadam

Basis
MEAN !net

Inome
moompo

1.78 +36
(.13)

0.00 .19
(111)

3. 30' 48
(423)

0.00 43
(42)

2.14 +32
(+17)

3.07 4.23
(+11)

1.23 427
(.10)

1.50 422
(409)

I. +22
(.11)

3.21 420
(.13)

S. indioet41 2411) bass Nu:
Ince Extra Oen- loyal Nisch

leach salt ties &dry
NINE

-1 9
(.11)

+31 408
(01) (45)

«mow ammilmon.

+12 49 43
(407) 430/ (404)

+26. .03 .10 45 406 -15
423/ (04) (408) (On (408) (.13)

+32 .21 +26 424 421 .14
417) (45) (+13) (+13) (.12) (-11)

+26 .18 +25 422 +22 -14
(+14) (-04) (+13) (.12) (.14) (-11)

.27 -18 +21 +19 .25 .44
(+20) (-05) (+13) (+15) (.2O) (-14)

+15 -05 +16 408 46 -10
(+07) (-02) (48) (45) (+06) (-07)

+19 .23 421 403 +38 .05
(+12) (.1 1) (+11) (41) (+33) (.07)

+13 .13 .19 409 *33 -10
(.0EI) (-05) (02) (406) (42T) (-09)

48 -01 46 40 1 +09 -27
(+23) (+02) (+47) (+01) (.03) (-23)

+19 -06 .13 .10 404 -10
(.17) (-03) (407) (AS) (406) (-10)

NOTE: Om-relation coefficients, presentel without decimal points, are bese:1 von sample sizes of 1851 (Mat' oral Oily) and
3133 (Osibined Data) cases befbre teighting. mile correlations as low as .05 are statistically significant, correlation:1
of less than rs .3) are of little ractical significance.

NOTE: kljteted (Inflation Soares (Idjusted Score ocrrelations are in parentheses) ire the differenos between the' raw score and the
raw score that would be predicted on the basis of four Oontrol Variables: koadesic Calendar, kaduic Rank, kadesic
Discipline, and Carnegie School 'Iype.

:1
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;table lteltlll Matt WEB 39
Correlatioes Setvoes /scowl Selated Variables (Original Sae Scores and Adjusted Moieties Scorow-is parostbeses) asd

CRARACTS8 Or WORR AID ISTRIXST

DOCTOUL 011111111310 IIISTIT0110115 -1311t1 DomosatIcomessostmLIssan sets consuls

%age indication sapp Inca* eas:
Basic Slily

BEA0 Inst Iacme Extra Con- loyal lemch MOVE
Incite Teach melt ties Salry

Sage
Basic Sapp

08111 Dist Incite
Aimee
.....

OPWID.M411/04111

indication Sapp loose vans

latra Com- loyal leech Sell
leackselt ties Salty
..........

TOO :IT MO IS PO8E/BASIC 1.43 -07 '00 .01 -15 .08 *20 +03 1.42 -03 -03 -03 -12 *09 .18 -03

:ARCO (1-50,.2-TES) (-02) (-00) (-05) (-07) (.05) (.10). (*06) (.0O) (-02) (-03) (-06) (+07) (+09) (-02)

TOO8 1ICI1T VORK IS APPLIED 1.67 .12 *12 -11 .26 -14 -04 -04 1.65 vale 13 112 .22 -11 -113 -07

RZSRARCO (1-00, 2-TES) (+01) (.1O) (-00) (+15) (-07) (.01) (-06) (-03) (+09) (+03) (.13) (411) (.01) (-05)

TOOR RECUT VOIR IS POLICY ORIIITED 1.211 07. .06 -00 *13 -00 .02 -02 1.25 *06 .ps *01 *00 .02 -02

IRSIARCW 11-00, 2-TES) (.05) (.02) (-02) (+07) (-03) (+03) (-00) (+04) (.044-021 (*OS) (-so) (f 04) (+02)

TOOR 88C0OT VOIR IS LITERARY/ 1.17 -16 -07 .14 -15 *10 -10 *00 1.23 -12 -07 .10 -13 011 -13 -02

EXPRESSIVE (1-00, 2-TES) (+02) (.92) (4oi) (-01) (-08) (-04) (-01) (01) (402) (403) (-01) (-08) (-06) (-05)

VITNIV TO00 YIELD IS TOOR APP1110M2 , 3.38 -21 -11 +20 --11 -01 -25 .02 3.76 -19 -12 415 -13 01 -24 -00

(1-SCIENTIPIC/QUANT.:7-SOFT/HORANISTIC) (-04) (-03) (407) (-00) (-02) (-14) (-00) (-04) (-03) (+04) (-04) (401) (-12) (-01)

PRIAM INTEREST TEACKIMURESEAVCH 2.61 -17 -07 19 -08 -10 -27 .00 2.88 -23 -12 18 -16 -13 -26 403

(1-80STLY RESEARCH..4-80STLI TEACHING) (4-11) (-04) (+14) (-04) (707) (-23) (-01) (-15) (-09) (+11) (-11) (-11) (-21) (.03)

YOUR PRINCIPAL ACTIVITY IS ADMIX- 1.14 +30 .02 -00 *11 -02 -11 -01 1.11 .33 *06 -13 .13 *01 -07 400

ISTEATION (1-10, 2-YES) (+1S) (401) (402) (403) (-05) (400) (-05) (+18) (403) (-05) (+05) (-04) (-01) (-02)

MOTE: Correlation coefficients, presented without decimal points, are based upon sample sixes of 1851 (Doctoral Only) and

3133 (Combined Data) cases before weighting. While correlations aa low as .05 are statistically significant, correlations

of less than r* .20 are of little practical significance.

MOTE: Adjusted Deviation Scores (Adjusted Score Correlations are in parentheses) are the difference between the raw score aad the

raw score that would be predicted on the basis of four Control Variables: Academic Calendar, Academic Rank, Acadenic

Discipline, and Carnegie school Type.
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FACULTY. sALAR1E5 40

Table 94101112

Correlatious Betimes Income Related Variables prigival Raw scocee aad Adjusted Deviation Acucar -ia paiesthieseVaad

1081sONAL CRARACTIUSTICS

DOCTORAL GRANTING INSTITUTIONS ONLT

9.

000,084L/C0810000111182981LUIRAL ARtS C01101820

Sage iudicatiug supp loose was:
Basic Sopp

NEAR Inst macs. Mee Con- Royal Reach 11011

Incse Teach salt ties Ealry

lege
Mimic Sapp

88AI Suet Immo
Imo

iadiestieg Sapp Rees geesdoi0
Sutra Cea- Repel Meech 8080
Tomb Belt ties Salty...

SEls (1.4IDIALI, 2-RALE) 1.87 f25 4111 -01 .10 07 *10 -12 1.01 *27 21 41 +12 +07 .10 ,..11

(410) (09) 0041 (01) (01) (04) (-07) (+12) (+13) (+04) OM (+02) (+D) (-II)

401 fACTOAL AGM 44.45 +47 +17 -10 *OD +16 -17, -06 43.75 +47 +17 09 +OS +13 -13 -03
(+09) (+01) (+00) (-08) (.03) (-15) (+02) (+11) ..(+02) (-00) (-07) (-01) (13) (+03)

$OBS IN TIE UNITED STATES 1.00 -06 -02 01 -01 -02 TOO +01 1.90 -OS -01 *02 -02 -02 -04 -01

(1-10, 2-TES) (-05) (01) .(+02) (-03) (-02) (-07) 4-01) (-OS) (+01) (+01) (03) (-.01) (-03) 4.411

NINORITT--AT LUST ORR PARROT SLACK 1.01 -04 -03 -00 +01 -02 -03 -00 1.02 -03 -04 00 031 -03 -04 OS

MICRO-AR OR LATIOO (1-00, 2-TES) (+05) (+On (-031 (+04) (-00) (-02) (-01) (402) (-02) (-01) (404) (-01) (44) (+04)

FARM ICONONIC STATUS WNEN II NIGN 2.77 -09 -00 +01 -06 00 00 02 2.77 -09 02 00 -02 -01 00 +00

SCWOOL (I-Poor...3-1140..5-111*MT)
1

(4002) (-00) (+03) (+02) (-03) (-05) 1-02) (03) (-04) (02) (-01) (-01), (-00) i4011

LISERALISRICONSIARTATISN SCALR -1.29 16 *12 -11 *10 -11 -13 ' -00 -1.42 07 *11 -OS +06 -09 -09 -04

(-16--LISENAL...+16--CONSENTATITE) (-00) (.05) (-01) (-07) g-oel (-05) (-02) (+07) (+01) (-01) (-06) (-06) (-04)

NATI CORPLETWOOCTORATE 1.03 +23 10 +01 +11 +09 +13 -09 1.75 , +32 +07 +02 +14 +13 15 -OS

(1-10, 2-TES) (+09) (+01) (+03) (+06) (+02) (+06) (-04) (+10) (-00) (+07) (+07) (+04) (+09) (-OS)

IF BEGAN CAME AGAIN WOULD STILL 3.38 +18 +09 -03 +05 +10 +05 06 3.34 +13 +05 +01 +01 *10 +09 +06

PSOTESE02 (1-DEFIN NO...2-DIFIN TES) (+10) (+03) 1-021 (+03) (+05) (+07) (-02) (+03) (+01) (+03) (-01) (+05) (OM (-04)

MOTU Correlatioe coefficients, presented without decimal points, are based upon sample sisem of 1051 (Doctoral Only) and

3133 (Combined Data) cass before weighting. While correlations 4S low as .05 are statistically significant, correlations

of less that' r= .20 are of little practical significance.

MOTU Adjusted Deviation Scores (Adjusted Score Correlations are in parentheses) are the diffrence between the ray score and the

raw score thet would be predicted on the basis of four Control Variables: Acadenic Calendar, Academic Bank, Academic

Discipline, and Carnegie School Type.

1-- LIBERALISR/CONSERVATISM SCALE is a composite variable designed by Ladd and Lipset (1975) that is based upon eight items

that measure preferences for past Presidential candidates (McGovern and Goldwater) and attitudes oa selected issues (e.g.

distribution of wealth, economic regulation, school integration, capital punishment, and welfare spending).
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